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Personal and Fish Notes.

I

Some inquire why more salmon are
not taken this spring, several having
been caught last season. But two
have been taken thus far. Mr, Stan
ley informs us that the first fry were
turned in in 1874, and these are of
that deposit. None were turned in
then for two years. Probably compar
atively few of the first hatch survived,
and it will be another season and per
haps two seasons yet before the later
hatches begin to take the hook. The
sport will surely come in due season.
They are a lively fish when hooked,
jumping from the water and fighting
for dear life.
H. E . W. Campbell, of Cincinnati,
0 -, is stopping at the Mooselookmeguntic House. He has a handsome
hip-net, so constructed that it is quick
ly put together and taken apart again,
jhe brass hoop, net and rod-tips going
into the hollow handle, which then
serves for a walking stick.
Trout are frequently taken with old
hooks in their jaws. Last season John
A- Shulze took a trout that had a hook
and some length of old leader attacheh. The leader had rotted so that it
easily broken.
Commissioner Stanley is now at the
Lakes, having returned to turn 300,000
hout-fry into the waters of the lake.
There are 100,000 salmon-fry at the
hatch-house, to be turned in in a few
weeks.
The Rangeley Lake House and
Lhjuossoc House, at Rangeley City,
arc excellent houses and set the best
tables.
.A. S. Hinds, of Portland, stopping
*ith his wife at the M ’guntic House,
took Tune 14th, 17 trout, the largest
54
1 lbs.
. Gen. Fessenden has the best success
111 transporting his trout before being
cfoaned, as do city dealers with their
Salmon.
“ F. C. B .,” who wrote several arti^;es for the P h o n o , last winter, is not
^apt. Barker, as some have supposed.

Gen. F. F. Fessenden, of Portland,
^turned from the Association quarters
G^sday, with a generous box of trout.
during the heavy shower and wind
last week, a part o f the Dame par"Tere penned on South Bog Island.

Camp Houghton is now occupied,

A little late for the earlier spring
trouting, our scribe succeeds in mak
ing a trip to the Lakes early in the
present week. A lively procession
starts out of Phillips, led by the regu
lar stage with a list of thirteen passen
gers. Then follow private convey
ances, double and single, to the num
ber of six or eight, carrying, in all,
some thirty-five sportsmen and ladies.
The day was splendid and the woods
and fields looked grandly in their new
robes of green.
High noon brings the voyagers to
the Lake where some stop to take the
steamers, and others go on to the City
to dinner. Some excellent fishing is
reported off Rangeley landing, Mr.
Lombard,of Auburn, taking a 7-pound
er in that vicinity last week.
The steamer Molly is well loaded
with passengers and baggage, and
steams away down the lake, well of
ficered and as neat as can be. Capt.
Hewey says the travel thus far is as
good as the average, or better. We
left a part of the list at Mt. View—
that cozy resort by the water’s side,
now more cozy than ever with its new
attractions,and new blinds on the sunny
side. Mr. Kimball has made due pre
cautions against fire at his house, by
hanging tastily painted buckets every
ten or twelve feet about the veranda.
Some of the party go on to Indian
Rock, while others cross over to Rich
ardson’s, among them Mr. Dutton,
wife and two daughters, who will stop
a while with Mr. R . ; a Mr. Campbell,
of Cincinnati, and two gentlemen en
route for Parmachenee. At the M ’gun
tic House we find W. T. Plaisted and
son, of the B. & M. R. R., Persons
Davis, Esq., John A. Shulze, E . Hoyle
and son, and many others, in the
midst of many good fish-items.
A FISH STORY

might as well be told now as later on.
The Davis and Haskins party of Mass.,
most of whom went out Monday from
Phillips, show a good record for trout,
truth and veracity, in the following fig
ures. They were here thirteen days,
except the last named gentleman, who
was fishing but nine days :
Wm. H. Cole,
Henry Hobart,
Persons Davis,
Alonzo Warren,
R. A. Warren,
N. F. Tufts,
Horace Haskins
Rev. C. A. Skinner
TotaL,

40 1-2 trout,
45 !-2 “
47
37
33
65
47
39
354

39 1-4
37
50 1-4
39
34
61 1-2
623-4
35 > 4

lbs.
“
“
“
“

359

How’s that for an average ? The 40
and 4 ^ / 2 trout taken by two gentlemen is explained thusly : A greedy
fish took a hook and in coming in
seized another, both being secure in
his mouth when brought to boat. The
above is a good showing and a fair
sample of the sport in this vicinity.
One of the above trout weighed as
heavy as 7 And another 4^, reported
last week.
more

trout.

By kindness of Conductor Plaisted,
a genial party, and a flag-raising
his famous guide, John Oleson, rowed
1 soon take place.
Lol. Stoddard, of the Association, the scribe and young Plaisted to Camp
5 been having fine success with the Have rill (whose occupants were away
to church), where we had a free view

..

of trout in their native element.
Messrs. Sargent & Chase, with their
families, spend much of the fishing
season at their pleasant camp, and se
cure many trout in the general cam
paign. In the rear of the cottage is a
rippling brook which makes a nice
place for a trout pool, which they have
constructed by darning the brook
and building an evergreen arbor
above the pool, that the trout may be
kept cool and shady. A peep into the
sparkling waters reveals an exciting
view of some sixty or seventy trout of
all sizes, from the famous
FIGHT POUNDER,

taken by Mrs. Sargent, to the lesser
fish, including a fine-looking salmon,
some fifteen inches in length. We
trust he will be returned to the water
when the parties depart, as was the
one taken by the Commissioners, last
week. They are still too few to de
stroy, but will soon give excellent
sport. The Haverhill trout are kept
alive till needed for the table, or until
the parties return home, when they are
killed and packed. As the law holds
out an inducement to families, the
Haverhills will be able to carry home
a large quantity— 30 lb:., to each mem
ber. Who’s a better right, than those
who capture them?
BARKER AND BEMIS.

The Steamer Oquossoc was delayed
till nearly dark, by the boat on the
lower lake, and the ride down the lake
was as the shades were deepening.
Captain Fred looked dragged and tired,
but as active as ever. We think him
the hardest worked man on the waters.
Besides running his boat two trips per
day of about forty miles each, he has
ten camps to attend to between boats.
In the evening “ by the bright lights,”
viewed from the water approach, Bemis Camps present a novel and attrac
tive sight, at the water’s edge, backed
by sombre mountains and hemmed in
by wood and water on every hand.
Bemis Camps are, all but one frame
camp, built after the style of loggers’
camps, of logs, split cedar shingles
and chimneys and fireplaces of rock
and brick. rPhe doors are uniquely
hung and secured by ponderous rustic
handles and catches; in front of each
camp a rustic piazza, and interior hat
and coat racks of fanciful branches of
trees. The furniture is modern, in
cluding excellent cot-beds and mat
tresses. The view from the verandas
is splendid, taking in much of the
lake, islands, mountains and the vast
forests.
WALTHAM PARTY.

We find here a large party from
Waltham, Mass., including E. A. Sam
uels, Esq., (publisher of the musical
monthly, “ Town and Country,” Bos
ton, and author of much popular mu
sic), his wife, charming little daughter
and son Charley. They are frequent
visitors to the Lakes, and have now
brought with them those who visit the
Rangeleys for the first time— Rufus
Warren and wife, Cha les, Hattie and
May Warren, Miss Mann ; E . L . Bar
ry, editor of the Waltham Record (a
Record hard to beat), with his wife
and mother— all of the city of watch
es, and, of course, all out on a “ time.”
Nothing loth, we accept an invita
tion from the above party to accom
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pany some of them on an oarless troll j * ® “A correspondent sends the fol
(not a stroll) and, after a night ofj lowing account of good catches of
dreams where great disappointment is Itrout, from Rangeley Lake and else
felt at losing the opportunity and sev where, last week, taken by guests of
eral big trout, we embark for a
the Rangeley Lake House :
TROLL BY STEAM,
I. C. Lombard, of Auburn, takes
on the steam launch “ Caribou.” The the lead, having captured about sixty
Waltham editor pleads wet feet and trout, the heaviest being but a few
the steamer takes a short stroll till his ounces less than a 7-pounder. Oth
damp feet are redressed; but on the ers weighing 4 and 5 lbs. were taken
return the Record is found to be lost by Mr. L.
in the woods, though soon finding him
J . C. Holman and Geo. W. Wheel
self when the boat departs. It was er, of Farmington, had good luck.—
said he did not take kindly to so much Among the 40 trout by them taken
water, when the wind was high. Now were several 2-pounders.
we will run down and assist that trio
Chas. Neal, the Kennebago stageof misses who have launched a frail driver, brought in a 2-pounder Satur
bark and are driving to sea before the day night.
Messrs. McKeen and S. Davis, of
wind. They reach a quiet cove and
appear to be fishing with unbated Phillips, stopped here a few days, hav
They relieved the
hooks and “ bated breath” as the cap ing good luck.
tain offers a tow. They reluctantly( ?) lake of from 40 to 50 trout.
J . F. Rowell, of Gray, has taken 30
accept and are brought to port. Don’t
trout, the heaviest 2 } lbs.
give them away, Charley.
Dr. B. M. Hardy and Col. G. W.
It was noon when the fishing grounds
were reached, and Town and Country Ranger, of Farmington, took 15 trout
marked the hour with a pretty trout. from Dead River Pond, Monday.
We got a bite—just where is immate They were beauties.
There has been 300 trout brought in
rial. Other members of the party
reeled in (their lines) while we waited by the guests during the week. Fish
and felt for a"strike. Samuels takes a ing is better than oi?e year ago.
four-pounder and the others have s e v 
JSgy The Herald says detective
eral fish, when we pull in a “ blind eel”
and attach a heavier sinker. Now we Wormwell is now in Boston looking
find additional weight to the pole, and, after the sportsmen who have evaded
getting tired, reel in and find a half- the Maine fish and game laws, and he
pound trout waiting for the next car. is liable to drop in where least expect
Eventually we take three trout, which ! ed. More than fifty sportsmen have
with others given and left at the camps, j already left Boston and the near vicin
make a good meal for the family on Iity for Maine waters. Some of them
our return. It was a fine trip, and we have returned. The greater part of
propose to dedicate a song to the sub them have kept within the limits of
ject, with a chorus of four-pounders— law, and are willing to do so. Wormto be set to music by “ Aileen Percy” well has just finished a most successful
campaign against the “ crust hunters”
— Mr. S.
in Eastern Maine. He has cases of
A SA M P L E .
killing o( some twenty moose during
On the Mooselookmeguntic,
Down by Bemis Stream,
the past winter on the snow crust, and
Where stand the grand old mountains
he estimates that his winter’s work has
With trees all robed in green.
saved the life of more than forty more.
On the quiet, clear, cold waters,
He has indictments in his pocket
Or in the loggers’ camp,
against Boston parties, and he will
We love the old, old story,
Of the quiet troll or tramp.
make the acquaintance of the indict
Of the grand old moose or the gentle deer, ed parties far enough to be able to
And the dear ones left at hpme,
recognize and arrest those who have
We love to think and from brooklets drink
refused to settle under warrants he
As we through the forests roam.
holds, whenever he catches them on
chorus— (“Never”)
Maine soil.
But we sail the waters now—
Look sharp, guide, to your duty!

I ’ve made a strike— ’tis a grand old fight—
Hooray, for a four-pound b eau ty!

When publsihed (?) the above will
be given to new subscribers for the
P h g ., with one of Mr. Samuels’ best
illustrated title pages— showing a fourpounder in the throes of death and the
excited angler as he throws another fly.
Returning to camp, we find gentle
men and ladies fishing from the wharf,
and see two three-pounders taken af
ter sundown— one by a lady who
Records it as her first trout. Mrs.
Warren, an elderly lady, also took a
three-pounder from the wharf.
A
New Haven party—Messrs. Chatfield,
Hart,Kimberly and Spencer— are here
and have taken several of 3J- lbs., and
20 or more that average 2 and 2^.
With reluctance we left this attrac
tive spot, and returned directly home,
meeting many friends and gathering
various notes, which will appear in
other places. “ Worms and minnows”
were used for bait at this time. Our
next will be “ On the F ly.”

Exceptions have been taken to our
statement that a “ good” buckboard
road was now in operation to Kenne
bago. We did not say a good turn
pike or a good carriage-road ; but a
good buckboard road. A good buckboard road is but a bad affair anyhow
— not much better than a wood-road.
It is good for dyspepsia, at any rate.
In reading it again, please omit the
“ good" part.
-tea^Dr. Chas. Carrington, of Farm
ington, Conn., with his family, now oc
cupy their cottage on Mingo Point, re
cently purchased of W. G. Ellis of
Gardiner. They will remain • at the
cottage for about four months.

BSrJohn Herrick, of Rangeley, took
last 1 hursday on Rangeley Lake in
one hour ten trout, the heaviest o f
which weighed four pounds. He land
ed them all without a net.
C. W. Lasell, of Whitinsville, Mass.,
went in to Kennebago Lake Tuesday-

hatred, or at least a desire to triumph
“ Hardiker, you told me yourself among the avengers, and then one of convinced that W arner’s Safe Cirre is all
— and triumph I will. She spurned that in a fit of jealous rage you stab them said, “ Hardiker, years ago. just it is claimed to be, and as such deserves
great favor it has received. A remedy
me once, she shall kneel at my feet bed her to the heart.”
before you murdered your wife, you the
which can cure the severest case of tropi
and beg for a single word of kindness
“ And so I did, but still you were thought your daughter was drowned.
malaria of five j'ears standing certain
Tb.3 46Phonograph.. before I am done with this game, or her murderer. You stole that heart Such was not the case— it was the cal
ly cannot fail to cure those minor malar
Dick Hardiker, the renegade, as he is away from me, you polluted her with daughter of John Thornton who thus ial troubles which are so prevalent an d
O. M. M O ORE, E D IT O R .
called, has degenerated to a greater your embrace, and so you sealed her perished. This, your wife thought, yet so serious.
ALFRED DAY,
doom. I should not have stricken the was a good opportunity to save her
PUBLISHED AT PHILLIPS, FRIDAYS extent than I think he has.”
Pastor Universalist Church.
A grim, but sickly smile passed over blow which deprived her of life had own infant from your brutality; and
Woodstock, 0., May io , i S8j .
his face, and something like a shudder you not come between us, and so you so she permitted him to claim the
-Pi
ran through his frame, but he made are her murderer.”
child as his own, and you were de
“ As I live, your wife was a pure ceived. You will not harm that girl,
an effort to rally and exclaimed :
“ Pshaw ! I believe I am getting and good womjn, for anything I know, for she is your own daughter.”
L IT T L E A H SID .
weak. It can’t be that cowardice' is She applied to me as a neighbor for
Hardiker uttered a wild cry, and
taking hold upon me. No, I don’t shelter and protection against your the girl fell from his grasp. A shud
Little Ah Sid
fear death, or anything men can do ; brutality, and simply as a neighbor I der passed through the lookers-on, for
Was a Christian kid—
but somehow my heart trembles, and gave it her.” *
she had disappeared over that dread
A cute little cuss, you’d declare—
“ And I killed her !” exclaimed Har- ful precipice. For an instant the ren
there seems to be a heavy weight up
j * With eyes full of fun
Then he
on it— a sort of dread or presentiment diker. “ I should have killed you, too, egade seemed confused.
And a nose that begun
that something terrible is about to at the time, but I was compelled to'fly glanced downward, and with a wild
Right up at the roots of his hair.
happen to me. Bah ! what worse than to save my own life. But I have been yell, sprang. The avengers rushed to
OF MAINE,
death can come? Nothing, unless it on the watch for you. Less than one the spot. Far below, upon the rag
Jolly and fat
month ago you removed to this city. ged rocks, lay his mangled form.
be
to
die
without
being
pretty
fully
Was this frolicsome brat,
I have since been laying my plans, and
and terribly avenged.”
But the girl ? Providence had aid
C. T. Richardson, Propr.
As he played through the long summer day,
Suddenly the man sprang to his feet they are now complete ; this night you ed her, for but a few feet down they
And braided his cue
and began the descent o f. the moun die ! I might have killed you while saw-her clinging -to- the undergrowth
As his father used to
tain.
pQ Q |
you slept, but that would not satisfy of the shrubbery, and she was saved.
This house 'hah long' been
In Chinaland far, far away.
known to lake frequenters as
Ever and anon he would gaze at the my revenge. I want you to know by In her fright she had not heard the
S o u le ’s C am p
Once o’er a lawn____________
sky or glance at the sun, and at length whose hand the blow is given ; and announcement that sKe wasThe'Jaugh- and is situated at the Lead o f M ooselookThat Ah Sid played on,
he saw it sink behind the western hills. there is one thing more I want you to ter of the renegade. She was kept in m eguntio Lake, oompotifding a view of
attractiveness, including th<? W hite
ignorance'of that fact, and sincerely great
A bumble-bee flew in the spring.
Then darkness crept on apace, and the know.’ ’
Mountains. The “ Big Lake,” as it is called,
“ What is that?”
mourns the death of her supposed for short, is fam ous fo f its m agnificent
“ Melican butterfly!”
night promised to be a gloomy one,
“ 'That to-night I carry off your father, the murdered John Thornton.
Said he with closed eye,
for the clouds were gathering thick in
“ Me catchee and puli off uni wmg.”
the heavens, and the rain began to fall. daughter Mary to the mountains, where
“ So much the better,” he muttered, she shall become the renegade’s wife.”
Then with his cap
“ Hardiker, you know not what you
A MALARIAL VICTIM .
as he led a horse forth from his place
He struck it a rap—
say—
you
know
not
what
you
do.
of concealment into the edge of the
This innocent bumble-bee—
Beet of Spring Fishing within eight of
The Trying Experience of a Prominent Min The
valley. He sprang into the saddle Mary is hot— ”
th e house;. Cupsuptuc Lakb near at hand;
And put its remains .
ister in the Tropics and at
The sentence was •not concluded,
but a m ile from Indian Hock, ana a short
and the animal went flying over the
walk from the shores of Rangeley.. Lake.
the North.
In the seat of his jeans;
for the villain had driven his blade
road toward the city.
For a pocket there had the Chinee.
The tables are always supplied w ith the
It was near the hour of midnight deep into the heart of Thornton. For 1 ! mt.it b T o t h e E d i t o r :
best the m arket affords, and term s reason
some
moments
the
renegade
stood
like
able.
Down on the green
when he arrived at the outskirts of the
The following circumstances, drawn
a statue over the bloody corpse. He from my personal experience, are so im E i^ T h is is th e VERY CENTRE, of the
Sat the little sardine
city.
The villian now proceeded on foot. listened, but no sound was heard, and portant and really remarkable that I have great attractions o f the Lake country.
In a style that was strangely demure,
Postoffioe address, Richardson, Me.
He found the streets nearly deserted, he prepared for further villainous work. felt called upon to make them public.
And said with a grin
Leaving the apartment of the dead, Their truth can be amply verified :
36tf
C. T. RICHARDSON.
but an occasional foot-fall fell upon
That was brimful of sin,
In 1875 I moved from Canton, St. Law
his ear, and at such times he would he was not long in finding that occu rence county, N. Y., to Florida, which
“ Me mashee urn butterfly sure.”
withdraw under the shadow of some pied by Mary Thornton. While the State I intended to make my future resi
Little Ah Sid
shed or tree until the person had pass renegade was gazing on her, the crow dence. I purchased a home on the banks
of the St. John’s river and settled down,
Was only a kid,
ed. At length he scaled a garden ing of a cock warned him that the as I thought, for life. The summer fol
Nor could you expect him to guess
morning
would
soon
dawn.
To
seize
wall and crept carefully along among
lowing the first winter I was conscious of j
teamer
quossoc
What kind of a bug
the shrubbery until he stood directly the young creature, and so thoroughly most peculiar sensations which seemed to
He was holding so snug
be
the
accompaniment
of
a
change
of
muffle
her
as
to
prevent
any
outcry,
beside a dwelling, comfortable but un
In the folds of his loose-fitting dress.
ostentatious in its appearance. The was no difficult task, and then he rais climate. I felt a sinking at the pit of the Capt. F- C. BARKER, Propr.
stomach accompanied by occasional dizzi- j
bellowing thunder increased each mo ed her in his arms and bore her from ness and nausea. My head ached. My |
“Ki-ya! Ki-yip-ye!”
the
house.
Through
the
garden
he
ment, and the lightning became more
limbs pained me and I had an oppressive I Lake
Ah Sid cried, as he
Mooselookmegun tic
frequent and vivid. The renegade went, bearing his burden, and then he sense of weariness. I had a thirst for j
Rose hurriedly up from that spot.
acids
and
my
appetite
was
weak
and
un[
scaled
the
fence
into
the
street.
muttered :
“Ki-ya! Yuk-a-kan!
Here, however, he encountered a certain. My digestion was impaired and
“ Curse the unlucky chance ! Those
my food did not assimilate. At first I im -!
Dam um Melican man—
human
figure, and approaching, the agined it was the effect of nature to beflashes may betray me if any one is on
Um butterfly belly much hot!”
come acclimated and so I thought little of j These fam ous Camps are open to the pub
the lookout. But that’s not likely. I man exclaimed :
— San Francisco Wasp.
“ How is this ? The renegade and it. But my trouble increased until I be lic, and, as ever, will be kept in first-class
must be at work, for daylight must find
came restless and feverish, and the phy- I shape.
a woman in his arms !”
me out of the city.” Steamer runs dallv trips from Indian
Simultaneously with these words the sician informed me I was suffering from | Rock and Hains’ Landing, in connection
He approached a window and it
malarial fever. This continued in spite j with Rangeley Lake Steamer.
report
of
Hardiker’s
pistol
rang
out
on
opened easily. He entered a lower
of all the best physicians could do and I j Excursion trips up Cupsuptuck Lake and
room and went up a flight of stairs in- the still morning air, while he sped on kept growing steadily worse. In the year j to various points.
For particulars, address, at Indian Rock
j to a sleeping apartment.
He ap- ward at a rapid rate toward the spot 1880 my physicians informed me a change
climate was absolutely necessary— I or Bemis, Me.
F. C. BARKER.
The Renegade's Doom. | proached the couch, and while stand where jiis horse was concealed. The of
that I could not survive another summer j
man
was
not
killed
by
the
shot,
and
ing there a flash of lightning came,
in the south. I determined to return
High on the Wassacht Mountain and the features of the sleeper were his cries, together with the report oT north, but not to the extreme portion, and
stood a man, overlooking the lovely distinctly revealed. It was a man. the weapon SOOll brought crowds sb I took up my residence at Upper San- !
in Central Ohio. The change did
valley of the Jordan River and Salt i His
m s face
race was pale and
ana his
ms hair
nair sprin- around him. He explained, and then ! clusky
not work the desired cure and I again
Lake country, which includes the City | kled with gray, but he evidently pos- began the race for life. Hardiker se consulted physicians. I found they were
o f the Saints. For an hour he had ! sessed considerable strength. A chuc- cured his horse and sped toward the unable to effect a permanent cure, and
P H IL L IP S , M e .
remained almost motionless, although | kling laugh burst from the lips of the mountains. But in leaping a fence the when the extreme warm weather of sum
This house has recently <been
mer
came
on
I
grew
so
much
worse
that
animal
fell,
and
when
he
rose
it
was
the muscles of his lace had twitched ' renegade, as he clutched the speaker
leased by the subscriber for a
I
gave
up
all
hope.
At
that
time
I
was
term
of years; is being thorough
violently at times, and his finger: by the throat and shook him violently. evident that the poor beast had broken suffering terribly. How badly only those
ly renovated, and will be OPEN
one
of
his
fore
legs,
and
was
unable
worked convulsively as he clutched the Of course, he was soon aroused, and
can appreciate who have contracted mala J T’NE 1st. ft is pleasantly situated in P hil
lips upper village. one-third of a mile from
long rifle-barrel upon which he was then Hardiker whispered:
“ John to proceed any further with his burden. rial diseases in tropical regions. It seemed the D epot, and eighteen miles from Rangeas
if
death
would
be
a
relief
greater
than
Hardiker
turned
pale.
There
was
ley Lake. Especial attractions are offered
leaning. Presently he raised his piece, Thornton, don’t speak above a whis
any other blessing. But notwithstanding to all seeking Pure Air and H ealthful Sports
and leveled it toward the city, holding per or try to move or you are a dead a good two miles between him and the all this, T am happy to state that I am to- j in F ishingam l H unting. There is an abun
if in that position for a moment. Then j man. I hold a knife at your heart— mountain yet. He clutched his prize day it perfectly well and happy mart, llow dance of
MINEHAL WATER
he lowered it again, and with a sort of! don’t you feel its point?” And the and ran. Putting forth all his strength I came to recover so remarkably can be
few rods from th e house, containing the
mocking laugh exclaimed : “ Too Jar villain pressed the blade against the he reached the mountain’s b ase; but understood from the following card pub aproperties
o f Liine, Iron and Sulphur. A l
the avengers were almost within rifle lished by me in the Sandusky, .0., Repub though no pains will be spared for the com 
— altogether too far ! Oh, if that ac bosom of the intended victim.
lican, entitled :
fort and convenience of the traveling pub
cursed town was only within my rifle’s
lic. it is the special intention to make this
“ Who are you?” asked Thornton. shot of him.
HONOR TO WHOM HONOR IS DUE.
hotel a desirable hom e for Summer Board
range, and I could pick off its inhabi
Onward and upward the villain sped
“ I am Dick Hardiker, the rene
ers.
Terms, $*> to §10 per week according to
E ditors R epu bli can
During my
tants, one after the other, with the ex gade.”
and at length gained the summit of recent visit to Upper Sandusky, so many location of rooms. Applicants for board or
entertainm ent will be conveyed to and from
ception of Mary Thornton, I should
Wassacht. He started for a rocky inquiries were made relative to what the depot free of charge. Correspondence
“ What do you want with me?”
C. SMART, Phillips, Me.
be happy. I would be alone with her.
“ Ha, ha, ha ! Cun you ask that, cavern; but suddenly he found him medicine, or course of treatment had solicited .
And why not?
I am at dagger’s John Thornton? Well, I ’ll tell you. self confronted by half a dozen armed brought such a marked change in my
1 feel it to be due to the proprie*points with the world, or at least such You remember fifteen years ago when men’ and as many rifles were leveled system,
tors and to the public to state that W ar M oumuw I
H ouse
portion of it as knows me, and why you and I both lived on the banks of at his heart. He turned to the right, ner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure accom
should I not kill and destroy ! Even the Mississippi, in Iowa?”
but his way was blocked by relentless i plished for me what other medicines and
At the Outlet of
phys
foes— to his left, and here it was the I physicians
had failed to do. The malaria
these savages are turning their backs
“ Yes ; I remember it well.”
|
poison
which
had
worked
its
way
through
upon me, because they say I am bring
“ We both had families then. Where same.
He darted back, and now
| my system during my five years residence
ing them into trouble.
C ow ards! are they now?”
stood on the verge of a frightful gulf, in Florida had brought me to the verge of
They know very well that there is not
“ God took away my wife by death, while far down below him were ragged the grave, and physicians had pronounc
a man in the whole of yonder city who and my only child, my daughter, was rocks ready to impale the wretch ed my case incurable; but that is not to H. T. K IM B A L L , Propr.
would not shoot me down like a d o g ; drowned ; no— I mean your daughter should he fall or spring from that point. be wondered at, as it was, undoubtedly,
The Mountain View H ouse is
one of the worst cases on record. Hough
located at t lie o u tlet of Rangeley
and yet they- see that I don’t fear. was drowned— mine still lives ”
On all other sides he was surrounded Brothers, of your city, called my attention
Luke, close to the .Steamboat
And 1 am going there— I am going
“ Yes, your daughter Mary still liv e s , by armed men. Seeing his desperate to the medicine referred to, and induced
landing, and in close proxim ity
tbe best Trout Fishing in Maine. 1H mile
this very nighty too ; and woe betide and a beautiful girl she is, too. My situation, he raised the girl over his me to try a few bottles. So marked was to
from Indian Rock. Parties furnished with
the change after four weeks trial that I con Boats ami Guides at short n otice and reas
the man who comes between me and daughter would be the same age. but head and exclaimed :
onable rates.
the woman I love !”
“ Men, I am cornered, but will not tinued its use, and now, after three months
the a n g r y waters of the r iv e r swallow
the cure is complete. This is not written
The speaker paused a moment and ed her up. Your wife died a C h r istia n surrender. Withdraw from here and for the benefit of W arner & Co., but for
Town Business,
then bursting into a mocking laugh, death, with friends around her. How I will let the girl follow you. Advance the public, and especially for any person
The Selectm en of Phillips w ill be insession
repeated:
troubled
with
malaria
or
bilious
at
did my wife die?”
another step and I will hurl her over
at the Law Office of Janies Morrison, Jr., on
Saturday afternoon, of each week, for the
“ Love ! love, did I say? I don’t
“ You murdered her !”
this precipice and spring after her even tacks.
Such is the statement I made, without transaction of town business.
love her. I did love her once, but
“ Liar ! It was you, John Thornton, to death. What say you ?”
N. B. BEAL,
solicitation, after my recovery, and such
JAMES MORRISON, Jr.,
that affection has been changed into who murdered her !”
'1 here was a brief consultation held I stand by at the present moment. I am
29
D. D. GKAFFAM.
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F acts for F arm ers.
Ifyou invest your money in a fine house,
and do not so cultivate your mind and
taste as to adorn it with intelligence and
refinement, it is as if you were to wear
broadcloth and a silk hat to mill.
If you invest your money in a good
farm, and do not cultivate it well, it is the
same as marrying a good wife, and so
abusing and enslaving her as to crush her
energies and to break her heart.
I f you invest money in choice fruit, and
do not guard and give them a chance to
grow and prove their value, it is the same
as putting a good hand into the field with
poor tools to labor with.
“ Ten acres properly cultivated are
worth fifty half done,” was wisely said by
the retiring president of the New York
State Agricultural Society at the last an
nual meeting.

H og g ish Ideas.
The Berkshire is the king of hogs.
Pigs do not thrive well upon warm
feed, and they do better with four light
meals a day than two heavy ones.
The hogs packed from March 1, to
November 1, 1882, were 3,335,294, against
3,611,854 for the same period of 1881.
Give the hogs free run in woodland lots
with plenty of fresh water, when practi
cable. Forest leaves make the best bed
for hogs.

Let the fattening hog die youug. The
large hog is expensive and risky to keep
—never pays the extra cost and is often
only fit for a lard tub.
AU litters of pigs, no matter how we
breed, show variations at weaning-time
and appearances indicate that we can
know the best pig for future use from the
start.
The frequent practice with many breed
ers of discarding the old sows and filling
up with the young litters is very unwise,
provided the young dams are of equal
Ify o u invest your money in fine clothes
merit and breeding with pigs.
and do not wear them with dignity and
The notion that a sow should be bred
ease, it is as if a plowman were to sit at a
jew eler’s table to make and adjust hair early that she may become a good suckler is erroneous. Maturity in growth of
springs.
the whole body is quite necessary to the
I f you invest money in tools, and then
development of the milk glands.
leave them exposed to the weather, it is
the same as loaning money to a spend
Health Hints.
thrift without security—a dead loss in both
The stomach is the fountain which sup
cases.
plies every part of the body. If the stom
Ify o u invest your money in every new
ach is sick, the brain, heart, lungs, liver,
wonder that flaming circulars proclaim, it
kidneys and spine are all sick. It is of t l l C
is the same as buying a ticket at a lottery
the utmost importance then to be careoffice where there are ten blanks to one
ful as to what goes into the stomach.
prize.
Temperate people rarely think about
If you invest money in fine stock and
the stomach. They forget that they have
do not feed and protect, and properly care
one; while enormous eaters are always
for them, it is the same as dressing your
hungry or faint, or bloated, or bothered
wife in silk to do kitchen work.
with diarrhoea, or cursed with dyspepsia,
If you invest money in books, and or some other morbid state of the digestive
never read them, it is the same as putting apparatus.
your money into a bank, but never draw
Manners at the table have a great deal
ing either principal or interest.
to do with the digestion. Politeness
I f you invest your money in strong
must be set down among the means which
drink, it is the same as turning hungry
are greatly conducive to health. Any
hogs into a growing corn field—ruin will
act of politeness which we offer our fellow
follow in both cases.
eaters, interrupts the shoveling in busi
If you invest your money in the “ last ness, and gives the poor stomach a
novel,” it is the same as employing a chance.
tailor’s dandy to dig your potatoes.— Val
An investigator into the influence of
ley Farm er.
climate upon consumptives says that in
choosing places of residence for such pa
tients too little attention is given to the
Poultry N otes.
character of the soil. It is shown that,
Experimenters have demonstrated that other being equal, the prevalence of the
105 degrees i§ the proper tem perature for disease is in proportion to the habitual
incubators. For a short time as low as dampness of the earth. The atmospheri
50 or as high as 100 degrees may cal conditions to be sought for are “ rari
be allowed, but there is always much ty, calmness, purity, and sun warmth.”
risk about it. An even tem perature of
T arred Corn.
105 will insure the most chicks.

A- D. Horn, ProprSTABLE OPPOSITE THE

---- ---------I propose to keep a

FIRST CLASS LIV ERY !
With SERVICEABLE and

NOBBY TEAM S
To Let at Reasonable Rates.

For the Lake Travel
P r iv a te

We shall sell our entire stock of Room Paper at
following prices: Brown, 7c.; Buff, 8c.; Satin, 16
per roll. All Borders to match equally as low.

COTTON YARN 5 cts. per ball for all colors—Turkey
Red and Scarlets included. Star Braid 5c. per roll.

We offer our entire stock of Spanish Laces 10 per ct.
lower than any other dealer in the county.
The Largest Stock of Ladies’, Gent’s and Children’s
HOSIERY ever seen in Phillips, and Prices guaran
teed lower than the very lowest.
If you want a BLACK SILK DRESS, call on us, for
we are selling our stock of Black Silks 5 per cent,
lower than you can buy elsewhere. Every yard war
ranted.

Do not put too many eggs under a hen
just for the fun of seeing her “ spread
herself.” The percentage of our chick
ens is less where too many eggs are used
and the chickens that do hatch out are
likely to be feeble.
China nest eggs are probably the best.
There are some breeders who blow out
the contents of a shell .and fill with plaster
of Paris. This hardens and they have
practically, the natural egg.
You will find it pays to take one parparticular breed of fouls, stick to them,
study them carefully and make your rep
utation for having the best of whatever
breed you have chosen.
Eat the hen that eats her eggs, is the
advice of a Pennsylvania man who has
failed to cure his fouls of the habit by any
of the ordinary methods recommended.
Overfed fowls are liable to shed their
feathers. When this occurs reduce the
heating diet, give a little fresh meat and
enlarge the run.
Feeding crushed egg-shells does not
give fowls the habit of eating their eggs;
beside they furnish material needed by
laying hens.
A goose farm, with five hundred birds,
has been established in Talledega county
Alabama.

A writer in the Mirror and Farm er
says: “ I have practiced the tarring ot
corn for years, for the following reasons :
The crows will not eat it, and the worms
will not make so much havoc with it.
Last year, when planting corn, I had not
enough tarred to finish, and used some
without. The tarred portion came up
finely; but that not tarred was entirely
destroyed by worms. The following is my
method of tarring the corn : For one-half
bushel of corn take six quarts of boiling
water, turn in one gill of tar and stir one
minute, or till the tar is dissolved, and
then turn in the corn,stirring rapidly for a
minute or more, then drain off the water,
and stir in plaster (Nova Scotia) till the
kernels are well coated and separated.
Use the plaster liberally so the kernels
will not heat. Do not be afraid of the
boiling water (it must be boiling to melt
the tar sufficiently) ; follow the directions
in regard to stirring and time, and all will
be right.”

The farmer knows he cannot change
the specie of the seed and make rye
yield wheat or barley oats; hnt be also
knows that he can bring many influ
ences to bear upon the growth of each
plant after its kind, that he can so accom
modate its relations to sun, air, water and
soil as to insure its better developements
or to stunt and impovish it. So, if we
Plymouth Rocks are hardy, good for the learn true lessons of heredity, we shall
fable rtnd for eggs, and the hens are ex know that human tendencies, real and
actual as they are, depend for their decellent mothers.
Warm milk and barley-meal consitute velopement largely upon the way they
are treated.
good feed for young chicks.

House.

Elmwood

We carry the Largest Stock of Ladies’ Summer
GLOVES of any firm in Phillips, and prices and
quality are guararanteed.
If you are in want of a fine Dress SHOE or Work
ing BOOT or SHOE, call on us, for remember we
keep the Leading Boot and Shoe Store of Phillips.

You should call and see our stock of Gentlemen’s
SUITINGS, and you will lind our prices very low.

P a r tie s

W ill be accom m odated with any kind of a
rig at short notice. In cas.- a Private Team
is desired for passengers i n ! luggage, pur
chase excursion tick ets onh to Phillips and
return. Parties taken to any,point Irmii P hil
lips. Telephone orders from ail points on
the line promptly attended to
Rem em ber that I shall k e e p s rig for any
and every occasion, at the Aldrich Stable,
Phillips.
87tf

AYER’S
Sarsaparilla
cures R h eu m a tism , N eu ra lg ia , R h eu m a 
tic G out, G eneral D eb ility , Catarrh, and
all disorders caused by a thin and impover
ished, or corrupted, condition of the blood ;
expelling the blood-poisons from the system,
enriching and renewing the blood, and re
storing its vitalizing power.
During a long period of unparalleled use
fulness, A y e r ’s Sa r s a p a r il l a has proven
its perfect adaptation to the cure, of all dis
eases originating in poor blood and weakened
vitality. It is a h ig h ly con cen trated ex 
tract o f S arsap arilla and o th er b lood p u rify in g roots, com 1 ined w ith Io d id e
o f P o ta ssiu m and Iron, and is the safest,
most reliable, and most economical bloodpurifler and blood-food that can be used.
In fla m m a to ry R h eu m a tism Cured.
“ A y e r ’s S a r s a p a r il l a has cured me of

the Inflammatory Rheumatism, with which
I have suffered for many years.
^
‘ W. H. Moore .”
Durham, la., March 2, 1882.
“ Eight years ago I had an attack of
R h eu m a tism so severe that I could not
move from the bed, or dress, without help.
I tried several remedies without much if
any relief, until I took A y e r ’s S a r s a p a 
r il l a , by the use of two bottles of which I
was completely cured. I have not been
troubled with the Rheumatism since.
Have sold large quantities of your
S a r s a p a r il l a , and it still retains its
wonderful popularity. The many notable
cures it has effected in this vicinity .con
vince me that it is the best blood medicine
ever offered to the public.
E. F. H arris.”
River St., Buckland, Mass., May 13,18t2.
“ Last March I was so weak from g en er
al d eb ility that I could not walk without
help. Following the advice of a friend, I
commenced taking A y e r ’s S a r s a p a r il l a ,
and before I had used three bottles I felt
as well as I ever did in my life. I have
been at work now for two months, and
think your S a r s a p a r il l a the greatest
blood medicine in the world.
J a m e s M a y n a r d .”

We have recently added many new styles and de
signs in Nice DRESS BUTTONS, and our stock
now comprises a very full assortment.
We offer many Extra Bargains in Ladies’ and Gent’s
NECKWEAR. Call and look over our assortment.

520 West 42d St., New York, July 19, 1882.
A y e r ’s S a r s a p a r il l a cures Scrofu la
and a ll Scrofulous C om p lain ts, E r y sip 
ela s, E czem a, R in g w o rm , B lo tc h e s ,
Sores, B o ils, T um ors, and E ru p tio n s o f
th e S k in. It clears the blood of all impuri
ties, aids digestion, stimulates the action o f
the bow'els, and thus restores vitality and
strengthens the whole system.
PREPARED BY

Dr.J.C.Ayer&Co., Lowell,

Mass.

Sold by all Druggists; price ?1, six bottles, $5.

Remember the place to buy goods is at the CASH
STORE of FRENCH BROTHERS.
Our Motto— “ A Nimble Sixpence is Better than a
Slow Shilling.”
Respectfully,

N O TIC E.
A NY and all persons trespassing on the
aa
lands owned by tl e undersigned >on
Pleasant Valley Stream ,, >
" ill be dealt with
according to law.
T ,
:>t3S*
Seward Dill,
U
A . V itham .
John Horn,
V
'b.
H.
Babb.
R.C.Sanborn,
L*• O. Thompson..
.1. B. W eils,
Uaniel W. W ells,
Geo. E. Grover,
•f - U. KiJIgore,
Joseph E. Grover,
J • Cushman.

New St, Patrick Potatoes.
Patrick6 r L ta to e P fo U * i°f t}7YV'enuin<

m k jt

P hillips, Main©.

—

bU8%uif2& r k r tr^ ^ °
proni pHy^Uen^ded t o. ^3t

Job Printing at this Office.
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Friday, June 8th.

The “ Phonograph..”
O. M. MOORE, EDITOR.
PUBLISHED AT PHILLIPS, FRIDAYS
Celebration July 4th.
The citizens of Phillips having contributed
liberally to the object, there will be a grand
celebration at Phillips July 4th, surpassing
anything ever given here. Announcements
will soon be made. A list of contributions
■will be published after all have subscribed
who desire.
All citizens interested are requested to
meet at the Town House at 6 o’clock, next
Monday evening, 1 ith inst., to choose a com
mittee of arrangements, etc. Let all attend
who can, and see that arrangements are
made to celebrate the day in a fitting manner.
fis&j“ A good one on the F. C’s. A week
*or so agj, the Fish Commissioners were at
the Rangeley Lakes, and of course had
good luck in fishing. On their return, their
trout were left at Rangeley to be taken by
the stage, while the F. C’s. came out by
private team. When the stage arrived at
the Elmwood, Mr. Stanley asked for his
trout. “ Haven’t got ’em,” said Curneil.
“It is against the law to transport trout not
in possession of the owner.” The corn was
acknowledged and a good laugh went
around. It was suggested that, if the own
ers were coming out the same day, the
law need not interfere. We propose to
come out the same day, hereafter, if nothing
happens. If we get left, it will be a cold
day.
If the President concludes to accept the
Invitation of the city government to attend
the fourth of July celebration here he will
have a much better time than in any hot
pokey city further south, and he might ex
tend his trip to take in some of Maine’s
famous fishing grounds. He will find Sebago salmon and Rangeley trout finer sport
than any fish in Florida waters, only he
must remember not to take any fish less than
five inches in length.— Portland Advertiser.
A good idea, Mr. Advertiser, as regards
the Rangeleys; but a poor time of year for
the best of sport. A little earlier or some
later would be better, and then the Presi
dent need not fear anything under five
inches—none but the “big fish” would at
tempt to get on a Presidential hook.
B@“The Belfast Journal won’t believe the
cat-and-trout story. Well, how’s this: A
neighbor’s cow catches ’em. She will stand
in the water at the river’s brink after taking
a cooling drink, allowing her tail to quietly
sink, and when a trout bites, slat him quicker’n a wink, to the shore, and continue to
fish and to blink, as much as to say, “ Well,
what do you think, of a cow who catches
trout and then takes a drink?”
His hat is all battered, his coat is all torn,
And his boots are out at the toes,
But his face is in style, though his looks are forlorn—
He wears a crushed strawberry nose.
—Rockland Courier-Gazette.
His face is all spotted, his hands are a sight,
And he scratches and itches till fa ll;
But his house is now papered with new shades and
soft tints,
And crushed mosquito all over the wall.
—Phono.

Forepaugh has a giant, H. C. Alexander,
in his circus who lights his cigar from the
street gas light, and recently in London look
ed into a second story window, saw a man
murdering his wife and on his testimony was
convicted and hanged.—Ken. Journal.
What did they hang the giant for, and if
hanged, why is Forepaugh thus advertising
him? Let’s be more explicit about these
circus items.
#gj“’Governor Bourne, of Rhode Island,
was recently tendered a brilliant reception
by the citizens of Bristol. It included a pro
cession of the militia, fire department, nota
bles and workingmen. Gov. Bourne and
ladies were at the Elmwood for some time
last season.
fls^Thom as Smith, Esq., of Worcester,
Mass., with his wife are now at the R. L.
House, Rangeley, where they will spend the
summer for their health, making occasional
trips to various points. We wish them good
health.
JtpSr*’ The Somerset Reporter again appears
with a double page advertisement. It only
needs to change the second “r” in “Report
er” to “s,” when it will be more appropri
ately named for the time being.]

The CaErabasset Valley R. R.

More Ab-Normalism.

To the E ditor o f the Phonograh :—These
F armington , June 4th, 1883.
seems to be mucb difference of opinion :a.
i E ditor . ? honograph :—Will you allow
regard to the locators of the proposed rail
me to corunct the absurd statements of A
road into the Casnabasset valley. The-:
C itizen in she-P honograph of last week.
Farmington papers,, as is perfectly natural,
I If the teachers in the Normal School have
advocate Farmington: as one of the ter
been teaching; but eight hours per week for
mini, while the Phonograph, as is eminent
the last fourteen' years and a half; is it not
ly proper, (preoccupied with the shifting
rather, late to bring it up- to thirteen hours
scenes of the traditional fish story and
the present term-?
gorged with trout,) has-left the subject se
And if an adwanced class of the Princi
verely alone.
pal’s two sons andi one other, pupil made
The question seems to be resolved into
necessary an increase of the teachers’ work
this proposition—shall the road be construct from eight to thirteen hours per week, or
ed via. New Vineyard to Kingfield, or via. sixty-wo andi onohalf per cent., would it not
Salem to Kingfield. There are doubtless indicate that nepotism was a chief feature
many in each of these towns who are ready of the school?
“The truth is”' that the work of the
to answer this proposition to their personal teachers was not essentially increased,
satisfaction, but gentlemen, are you ready either by the present advanced class or
My own work,
to back up your answers with dollars and that of two- years- ago.
cents? It is a fact which can’t be overlooked that in the advanced class included; was
less this term than the average ofi pre
that witein the territory immediately adjacent vious terms. The-work in the other classes
to either of the proposed locations sufficient was simply cut down, to make room for the
funds to construct the road’ cannot be se advanced course. And yet we are informed
cured, in truth but a very small proportion that the advanced; class costs the State noth
of the necessary collateral could, in any ing ! If not, them an amount of entirely
event, be relied on. This being the case, useless and unnecessary work equal to that
how do you expect to build a railroad? You now done for the advanced class, has been
answer, “Oh, we depend upon the aid of done for the other classes during the other
outside capital.” Very well, what outside thirteen years and. a*half; that the school, has
capital? If secured at all, mast it not come been under its present management, work
from those who either own, or control, those for which the State has paid, and for which
vast tracts of virgin forest which cover the the management that planned the work is
larger half of our county? It can most as responsible. No one; so far as I am aware,
suredly be expected from no other quarter. claims that the advanced class has caused
Now, gentlemen, granting that you are an additional outlay of: money on the part
ready to “go in” your whole bigness, and of the State, but why the whole expense of
granting that your financial calibre is collec the School should be: charged to the other
tively considerable, you must admit that the four classes, and nothing at all to the ad
burden of your projected enterprise, the vanced class, we ana-not informed.
The self-evidientiy false and malicious
risk of it, and the motive power, must, in
the main, fall upon and be derived from drivel of “A C it iz e n ” consistently repre
sents
the side he. has championed.
this “outside capital.” Capital is naturally
W. H ar per .
conservative and timid. It becomes invest
ed only when and where it can be fairly as
N ote .—To protect ourself and the paper.(
sured of profitable returns. If k has a given
object to effect by investment; it can’t be se we shall henceforth, publish no communica
duced to an alliance detrimental to its im tion or statement,, regarding late diffiultiesrim
mediate interests, as related to such invest the Normal School}, without the name o f the
ment. It pursues the attainment of its ends
in as direct and inexpensive manner (to it author or informant is furnished fo r publico.'
E ditor .
self) as is possible. This is perfectly right tion.
and proper. Capital is the accumulation of
T. H. Stevens*, She owner of Farragut and!
early and vigorous years in men’s lives, and
is guarded with a jealous care derived from other horses,at bha Jockey club course,Louis
bitter experiences and hard knocks with the ville Kentucky,, was shot Monday afternoon,
world. They who have accumulated pounds
best know the value of pence-. If capital is to by policeman. McGrath. Stevens had pass
build a railroad into the Carrabasset Valley, ed out of the gjnxnd stand and during, hiswith Kingfield or some point beyond as its absence lost hi& badge. On his return he:
objective terminus, it will naturally claim its
usual privilege of “most direct, awl least ex was refused, admittance by the doorkeeper
pensive construction,” and if yom get your and angry words followed. Stevens is saidi
road, the claim will have to be allowed. to have attempted to force his way in and
If capital is to derive by the construction a McGrath interposed, when it is alleged that
benefit of 3 i,it will not consent toan expen
sive and roundabout location that will cost Stevens drew a knife. McGrath then fired,
two dollars, for* this is not the vrav that cap the ball striking Steven’s left arm above
ital operates; but your “outside capital” the elbow and entering the body. The
will insist upon a direct location by the full nature oFthe injuries cannot yet be as
shortest possible route from connecting lines.
It cares nothing for the business of this vil certained. McGrath was arrested and re
lage or that, unless it is of sufficient volume leased on bad.
to insure a net revenue that will more than
Interesting details of Saturday nights’
pay the interest on the additional cost of
construction which the corporation may storm in Texas are coming in. No serious
have incurred in reaching it; and not only damage reported except near Greenville.
more, but very much more, for if to reach a
certain village they have got to extend the The storm, assumed the form of a tornado
line circuitously for several additional miles, at Bonham. Lightening struck a hack
it at once comes in conflict with capital’s which was returning from a picnic, killing
grand objective, which is to remove lumber the colored driver and the team, and tearing
and the products of the forests, which it
owns or controls, as directly, rapidly, and to pieces a conveyance which six negroes
had just vacated. At Palestine, Samuel
cheaply as possible.
If you could build and equip your road, Howard was on a fishing excursion with an
gentlemen, you could, of course, locate it other prominent citizen and two little boys.
where you pleased, (the law alone restrict
ing) ; but as the matter stands, capital They were caught in the terriblevrrin storm
would seem to be the arbiter of your differ and started for shelter. In the darkness
ences, or perhaps, more correctly speaking, Howard walked into a creek and the oth
your destinies.
ers were unable to save him.
I hope, Mr. Editor, to see this proposed
railroad constructed, for 1 believe that it is
to such movements, judiciously executed,
that we must look for the developem ent of
our resources, and the opening up to trade
and enterprise of the vast uncultivated
wilderness that com poses so large a propor
tion of our area.
L um ber .

An elegant wedding occurred Wednesday
evening at the Universalist Church, Augusta.
The parties were Josiah E. D;ysiell, of
Newton, Mass., and Miss Nellie A. Smith,
daughter of Wm. R. Smith, Esq., of Augus
ta. The church was well filled with invited
guests. The services were conducted by
Rev. Mr. Moore, of Cambridge, Mass.
The bride looked magnificient—her elegant
and graceful figure being handsomely set
off by an exquisitely charming toilette. The
reception which followed at the residence
of the bride’s father, on Elm street, was a
grand «ffair—the spacious rooms being bril
liantly illuminated and profusely decorated
with choice flowers. The presents to the
bride were numerous, many of them costly
and elegant, and some of them useful. The
happy pair left on the eleven o’clock Pull
man, followed by the best wishes of num
erous friends and acquaintances for their
prosperity and happiness.— Mew Age.

H O T E L A R R IV A L S.
Elmwood.
June 1st.—R W Emerson, Col C Wilder,
F O Dame, G W Moses, H E Raymond,
Boston:; Wm P Frye and wife, B F Brad
ford, Lawiston; C A Brown, Lewis OTBrion,
Geo Q Gammon, Portland; H H Proctor,
W G Spsuay, Peabody, Mass; Warren. M
Breed, Lynn; J H Bonney, Farmington;
Mr & Mirs H W Lansing, Elmsport,.NY;
C T Damon,. Westminister,. Mass.
2d.—Francis H Laggett,.Geo M CoityH
H Bridgman; Homer Rachardson*. New
York; H Y Hobbs, Bridgeport, Ct; EV PI
Blanchard,. Mr & Mrs B F Dutton, Misses
Hattie and Cora Dutton,.L S Black, Boston;.
Chs O Lord, C F Kimball,. Portland; J H
Kimball, Barth; Chas Draper,Canton;Mass-;
Dr Hardy, Geo W Ranger, Farmington;
J W Danielson, Q Metcalf,. C D Owen,
Providence, R I; H E W Campbell,.Cincinnatij.Ohio; E T Smith, G A Rugg, A Hough
ton, C C Houghton, Worcester,. Mass-; Ly
man Nichols, C G White, J W Pierce, Bos
ton; H A. Redfield, D H Baerd, Hartford,
Ct.
3d.—Henry M. Biglow, G S Chapin, wife
and child,. R A Tuttle, Boston;. Wm. H
Cole, Baltimore,. Md; G F Turner, S E
Heath, Lewiston; Mr & Mrs J Allen, H PI
Bonney,. New York; Henry Hobart, East
Bridgewater,.Mass; E E Jennings, Farm
ington-.
4th.—C G Barnard, Des Moines, Iowa;
G B Lawrence, G>F Eaton, Chas F Smith,
C D Prince, Portland.; W G Latimer, C P'
Quincey,. H F Marston, Boston; P' W Breed,
wife and two children, Lynn; Royal C Taft,
Robt W Taft, Providence; J V Spaulding,
Boston;. D O Howland and wife, Cambridgeport,. Mass; N F Ives, Salem, Mass;
Henry O Stanley,. Dixfield; John F Dole,
Bangor: W A Field,,Boston; A D Horn,
Farmington.
5th.—A Q LeaGh, C C Stiles, Chs H
Brown,. Gen Francis Fessenden, Portland;
H B Dame, A J Luin, E C Buggies,.T B
Moody, Geo- F Putnam, Hon J G Abbott,
F M Abbott, F S Hodges, Cyrus Wakefield,
F L Richardson, J| F George, D J Flanders,
Howard Marston*.M D, Boston; Dr C Car
rington and wife, Miss S Carrington, P'aranington,Ct; Mrs Geo Blenn, Bath; JB Straw,
Lewiston, Dr B M Hanly, Geo Ranger, Ben
F True, Farmington.
June- 6th.—JECoombs, Auburn; A Smith*
Mrs J Cummings*New York; T E Smith,
Wm Smith, Brooklyn, N Y ; G J Pendexler,
Pittsfield; Mrs J P'Baxter, John C Leacney,
G-F Eaton, Portland.
June 7th.—Nelson Dingleyjr., Ex Mayors
A Garcelon and John B Cotton, Lewiston;
Mayor Geo S Woodman, Judge Walton, Au
burn ; E N Thorn, Q P' Emery & wife*. C H
Burnham & wife, Portland; C M Blake, N
D Blake, Boston; J E Hubbard, Montpelier,
Vt; C L Goodridge; SCAnderson, Portland,
J E Davis, Col E B Stoddard, Gen Wm F
Draper, Worcester, Mass; A D Lockwood,
Providence, R I.
Barden House.
May 3 1st.—L H Marsh, Bangor;, W Fred
P Fogg, Strong.
June 1st.—F D Sawyer, Skowhegaa; Eu
gene H Clapp, Boston; Jos C Holman,
Geo W Wheeler, P'armington; Chas A Skin
ner, Somerville, Mass; A S Hathaway, Can
ton, N PI; H! A Dexter, Wayne, Me; Geo
H Trundy, Minot; S Skinner, Frederick
Skinner, Boston; D H Knowlton & wife,
Farmington;, J F Orbeton, Phillips
June 2d.—C A Cross, M B Damon, Fitch
burg; W J Morse, Portland; Horace Has
kins, Somerville, Mass; Nathan F Tufts,
Charlestown, Mass; Henry W Gridley &
wife, Bristol, Ct.
June 4th.—H E Hale, Geo B Pratt, I E
Shaw, B H Johnson, Norridgewock.
June 4th.—Fred Dresser, Benj Dresser,
Georgetown, Mass; P'red A Tobey, P'red R
Marston,Norridgewock; Chas Clayton, Ban
gor.
June 5th,—Louis C Ewer, Bangor; Geo H
Stanford,Boston; J W Pitcher, Jacksonville,
P'la; M A Pingree, Tampa, Fla; Frank G
Arey, Brewer; J B Lamb, Rangeley; J W
Lane, New Sharon; DJFlandersJNGeorge,
Id Marston, CCHoughton & wife, HFMorse,
J D Morton, Boston; NIIFossett, Riverside;
J P Stevens, Portland.
June 6th.—Chas Clayton, Bangor; Geo L
Smith, Phillips; Mrs R I. Hilgrove, Miss Effie Hilgrove, Mrs G B Mace, Mt. View; G
H Stanford, A M Nelson, Boston; WCCalden, W H PI Walker, Wilton; E A Whit
tier, Auburn; H K Burrison & wife, W New
ton, Mass; J PI Davis, C E Davis, Farmington; Bernard Vaughan, Hartford, Ct.
June 7th.—Geo \V Harris, Salem; Geo W
Douglass, Joseph Saintboy, Eustis; A M
Rich, Sebago L ake; Thomas Smith & wife,
Worcestor, Mass; Henry W Mann, N Y;
Geo B Farrar, P'armington.

This week’s whirlwind struck Texas, Sat
urday night, and the details have a sad in
terest. Several persons were killed and the
damage to property was great. At Cedar
Hill, south of Dallas, the farmers report the
growing crop flattened to the ground.
Reapers and wagons standing in the field
were rolled over and over and torn apart by
the fury of the wind. Near Hutchins Sta
tion the destruction is so complete as to dis"
hearten the people, some of whom have
come to Galveston, having given up their
farms, and have turned their attention to
The criticism of the New York press upon
working at day labor.
the management of the Brooklyn bridge, in
I\ J. Sheahy, who served as one of the considering the responsibility for the recent
jurors in the Guitean trial, has become in disaster, are endorsed by the verdict of the
sane, and will be conveyed to an asylum this coroner’s jury who closed their inquest
week. His insanity has been gradually de Tuesday night. The jury, after an hour’s
veloping ever since the hanging of Guiteau, deliberation, returned with a verdict in
which they found that the “death of the
which event seemed to have a powerful ef victims resulted from suffocation by being
fect on a mind that before that time never trampled upon,” and they also found the
showed the slightest symptom of weakness. “officers and trustees responsible” in not
having the bridge properly policed. It was
Before the trial he frequently expressed the recommended that the accommodations for
greatest repugnance to serving on a jury foot passengers be improved. The manage
that was to try a man for his life, and after ment have virtually acknowledged the jus
the trial he became morbid on the subject tice of the criticisms by trebling the police
force and constructing a rail to divide the
of being, in part, responsible for a hang foot passengers going in opposite directions.
ing.
Jornal.

—Have you seen our keow?
—It is said a chats-is coming.
—The summer travel is now at its best.
—Wednesday was the hottest day of th^
season.
—The M. C. R. R. eshanges its time table
17th inst.
—Fred Smith is sewing selling machines
for Fuller.
—This is one of the- days we read about,
but seldom see.
—Remember that the.- fourth of July will
be here next month.
—A “copious” shower: passed over the
village Thursday p. m.
—Remember the May School exhibition
to-night (Friday), at Strong.
—The agent for Jas. G. Blaine’s coming
great work, Mr. Rich, is in town. .
—One might as well- be shot with a club,
as to be hit in the eye by a June-bug.
—Miss Emma Cushman is now at home,
having recently returned:from Lowell.
—A large subscription has been pledged
for the 4th of July ceHebration, at Phillips.
—The Strong Produce Exchange adver
tises canned goods, pickles, fancy groceries,
etc.
—Please observe the attractive advertise
ment of Hinkley & Cragin, on the 8th
page.
—Cyrus Thomas and son, of Farmington,
are doing Thos. Parkeris mason work for
his new house.
—Rolla Sampson of Temple, was in
town Thursday, with a-i fine looking animal
in his carriage.
—O. W. Russell is building an addition
to his blacksmith shop*.to accomodate the
carriage maker.
—The Elmwood is reveling in new pota
toes, string beans, new beets, and other
garden luxuries.
—Gardens are now only to be put in be
tween showers. Ouns is in and up—where.the hens scratch.
—George Wilbun, of Avon, has found a>
small purse of money, which the owner cam
have by proving property.
—Dan. O. Howland and wife of Cam<bridgeport, Mass.,, are visiting heaps ofi
friends in Phillipsand Avon.
— People of Phillips and Strong are com
plaining that the foxes are unusually de
structive to lambs and poultry.
—The County Commissioners publish, a
notice regarding the proposed new r.o,ad
from Rangeley to Mountain View.
—Surveyor Ellsworth has replaced several
rotton timbers, at the west end of the bridge.
They were in- a dangerous condition.
—Raymond Toothaker and fapiiLy have
returned from several weeks visit to la k e 
side cottage, looking bronzed and hajpy.
—Mrs. Dr. Taggart, of Winthrop, who
has been visiting friends here for the past
fortnight, will return home the first of next
week.
—Parties who will entertain visitors in at
tendance upon the Congregational confer
ence, next week, will please leave word with
Greenwood, the jeweler.
—Rev. C. W. Foster informs us that
there will be a grove meeting at Madrid,
Sunday, July 1st. Good singing as well as
other exercises may be expected.
—The Railroad will give half fare to per
sons who attend the Rangeley conference,
next week, and the stage line will charge
two-thirds fare, as we are informed.
—T. A. Josselyn, of Portland, has been
elected a Trustee of Maine Wesleyan Sem
inary, to fill the vacancy caused by the death
of his father. Good for you, Thode.
—The next meeting of Franklin County
Grange will be held with Jay Bridge Grange,
on Thursday, the 21st day of June, at 10
o’clock a. m., as we learn from the Secretary.
—The question for street corner debating
clubs now is, Which has the best right—a
crowd of loafers, old or young, to block up
the sidewalks, or a child to ride his veloci
pede upon the walk?
—At the Good Templars’ meeting Mon
day evening, two new members were in
itiated, and a pleasant entertainment offered,
consisting of singing, and an excellent dec
lamation by Mr. Noble.

—A Massachusetts family desires a cot
tage house, furnished whole or in part, in
which to spend the summer. Information
desired at this office.
—Workmen are laying a sidewalk from
the Barden House to the approach to the
depot, thence to Wilbur’s building. When
the track is laid from the depot to the build
ings, a continuous walk will be the result.

Baker Tufts, the famous boat-builder, has
A rumor is in circulation here that Gover
made thirty-one boats for sportsmen since nor Robie has declined to be a candidate
last November, and has quite a number and for re-election in 1884. The rumor reached To the Hon., the Court of County Commis
variety now on hand. He is building a here at the time the news was received that
sioners for Franklin County.
canoe for himself which is a beauty. It is the Governor had appointed C. W. Keyes a
somewhat after the style of the J. H. W es Trustee of the State Agricultural College.
U A M U E L H. L O C K L IN respectfully shows that
►
he is a resident of _ Rangeley, in said County:
ton boats. Gen. F. F. Fessenden, of Port
The sidewalk in front of Plummer’s, Titthe Selectmen of said Rangeley upon the written
land, left an order for a new boat with comb’s, Jacob’s and Lyon’s stores is being that
application of H . T . Kimball, after notice and hear
Tufts on Tuesday.
ing of the parties, as provided by law, laid out a town
replaced in brick.
way in said town on the tenth day o f M ay A D
Our people are making preparations for a
1882. Beginning at the end of the road, at the east
large number of visitors who will be here I f I were a donkey, with exquisite long ears,
side of S, fr. Locklin s farm; thence running west
(Says our d---- -1, to himself, says he,)
twenty-four degrees north, sixteen rods; thence west
next week to attend the quarterly meeting
two degrees north, twenty-six rods; thence west
—The R. R. Company will issue half-fare of the Baptist society. It being the first Q. With a soft, dulcet voice, in love with those dears,
thirty degrees south, forty-six rods; thence west, fif
(Says another young gamin, says he),
tickets, for all those who wish to attend the M. ever held here, no doubt a large number
teen degrees south, sixteen rods; thence west, thirtyI ’d board the N . G. and to Farmington go,
five degrees south, thirteen rods; thence west, thir
of
strangers
will
be
present,
and
some
per
Franklin Conference of Congregational
rods to S. H . Locklin’s west line; thence’same
haps who have never been here will embrace Where I ’d prove to the Journal that beans I do know, teen
direction twenty-three rods; thence west, six degrees
Churches, which meets at Phillips, Tuesday this opportunity to see the beautiful Range- And White’s place I'd get and raise him with my toe— north,
sixty rods; thence west, twelve degrees south
(Says most any boy on the street).
nineteen rods and two links across J . R . Toothaker’s
and Wednesday of next week, June 12th ley Lakes and fine scenery all around us.
land; thence same course twenty rods and twenty
STRONG.
and 13th.
Wm. T. Hoar has bought the meat mar
links to the shore of the lake; the line described to be
A grand place to spend a half day is in the center of the road, and the town way to be three
—E. J. Ross has recently put in a large ket business of Jerry Oakes, and Bert Lamb
and filed a written return of their proceed
the grocery department. We hope both the May School. If the half day is at the rods wide,
containing the bounds and admeasurements of
field of oats, in a “cut-down.” He sowed will do well, as they are worthy gentlemen. closing examination, all the better. Thurs ings
said way with the clerk of said town of Rangeley on
the twenty-fourth day of February, A. D. 1883, and
seventy-five bushels of oats, and twelve
The travel to Kennebago Lake has begun day a few had the pleasure, and they were reported
the same to the town at a public meeting of
horses and fourteen men were occupied in and Steve Lowell took in the first party of amply rewarded. Worthy of special atten the inhabitants thereof on the fifth day of March A.
tion
was
the
part
of
Miss
Church
in
Geom
the
season.
Jim
Smith,
where
are
you?
Old
D.
1883,
said
meeting being called by said selectmen
the job. Oats a big job, and they’ll be
etry; also that of the large class in Greek by a warrant containing an aJticle to see if the town
Steve beat you this time.
plenty next fall.
would
accept
said way, and the town voted to accept
John Nutting, who lives away back near history, and three compositions, or essays, said way. All of which will more fully appear by
—M. W. Records, at the east end of the Kennebago Stream, informs me that last one by Miss Stubbs, of Strong, and two by the records of said town, wherefore your petitioner
ladies from Phillips, Miss Church and Miss being a tenant of land, over which said way is laid
bridge, advertises extra trades in flour, gro week two caribou came out of the woods Hunter.
We are expecting a feast at the out, passes, considering himself aggrieved by the lo
and acceptance of said way, within the time
ceries, teas, coffees, tobacco, boots and and close to his house.
exhibition Friday evening, at the Methodist cation
allowed by law, appeals and prays that your Honors
Among the arrivals at the R. L. House church.
shoes, clothing, dry goods, trunks, etc. It
will discontinue said town way and reverse the pro
are O. M. Moore, of the P hono., and J. H.
of the Selectmen in the premises and direct
is a good place to trade and a large variety Kimball, of Bath, both en route for the Big
The Strong Methodist Quarterly Meeting ceedings
the same to be duly entered of record, M ay 2, 1883.
occurs
Saturday
and
Sunday,
June
9th
and
fo select from. See page 8.
Lake.
S T A T E O F M A IN E .
10th. The Presiding Elder will preach at
Luther Nile is making preparations for noon, Sunday.
—As M. C. Kelley and wife returned
FRA N K LIN , ss. Court of County Commissioners,
building
a
new
and
larger
house
in
place
of
April Term, 1883.
home one evening recently, a large hedge
the old one now occupied by him.
On the foregoing petition, it is erdered that thirty
hog, or porcupine, was found upon their
“‘What has got hold of our City Fathers? days previous notice be given, that the County Com
Jerry Oakes now owns the buckboard I see by the report in the Press that the missioners will meet at the Mountain View House in
piazza, and the varmint disputed their en route to Kennebago.
Rangeley, on Tuesday, the seventh day of August
board of Mayor and Alderman have voted 1883,
at twelve o'clock, noon; and thence proceed to
trance. Mr. K. got a hoe and took the hog
themselves admission to all places of amuse view the route set forth in said petition, and other
SALEM.
out of him, and didn’t give him a chance
routes
and roads connected therewith and immediate
In regard to our proposed railroad, there ment free, and for fear the publie (or door? ly afterwards
hear the parties and their witnesses, and
even to hedge.
was a meetnig at Freeman Town House,Sat keepers) won,t know them, propose to wear then take such further measures in the premise’s as
a badge of some “appropriate design.” A may be adjudged proper. Said notice to be given by
urday,
June
5th,
to
consider
the
subject.
—French Bros’, horse took another ram
head with long ears would be an appropriate serving attested copies of said petition and this order
ble a few days since, and carried Milford— Strong, Freeman, Salem and Kingfield were design—and effect the purpose. If the thereon, upon the clerk of the town of Rangeley, and
represented, and the meeting was called to
by posting up such copies in three public places in said
who had him by the head—some distance order by one of the Committee, W. S. Mayor and Aldermen can’t afford to pay town, and by publishing the same in the Phillips
a public newspaper printed in Phillips,
at a rapid run. The horse was stopped Heath, after which remarks were made by for admission to places of amusement let a Phonograph,
contribution be taken up for them, but out in said county, that all persons and corporations in
Rufus
Graffam,
A.
D.
Starbird,
Wm.
Dolterested may attend and be heard if they think proper
eventually withont damage, though Milf.
Attest:
J . H. T H O M PSO N , Clerk.
bier of Kingfield, I. R. Bray of Freeman,and of respect to the office don’t use its author
never will have a better opportunity for brok Stephen Morrell of Strong.
A true copy of the petition and order ol Court
Mr. Bray ity to “dead head” into shows. If the board thereon.
jtxo
of
Aldermen
want
to
do
the
duties
of
in
en bones, and escape.
claimed that if a road should be built to
Attest:
J. H . THOM PSON, Clerk.
spector of police let them vote themselves
Kingfield
that
it
must
go
through
Freeman
— Bernard E. Vaughan, who was clerk at
and Salem, thence to Kingfield, in conse into the office. Such a vote would be
the Rangeley House a year ago, and who quence of the feasibility of the route, the about as legal as the other. I :uppose it is
since went to Hartford, Ct., is now visiting cost of building, the amount of business of a new way to get emoluments out of an of
fice which the city charter says has not any.
friends at Rangeley and Eustis. Since leav the road after completion and the distance It is in keeping with the action of the aider—it
being
a
number
of
miles
nearer;
and
ing here, he has made an extensive trip in
further on his speech said that he would men in appropriating to their own use the
Europe with a wealthy gentleman, a leading give two thousand dollars to help build it license fees obtained from hackney carriages
Spices,
Canned Goods,
physician 'of Hartford, with whom he is now this way, and if it could not come without, which is clearly in violation of the law. The
Relishes, Pickles, and
he could find $3,000 for the same purpose. wonder is that the aldermen don’t vote
preparing to study medicine.
Fancy Groceries,
He proposed that the route be immediately themselves “reserved seats.” It will be
—Louis Ewer, the artist, is stopping for surveyed and that the engineer meet the worth while to notice who of the aldermen
Cheap
attend
shows.—
A
Citizen,
in
the
Press.
at
a spell at the Barden House. Mr. Ewer people of Freeman, Strong, Salem and KingThe Produce Exchange,
has grand success in painting wild scenery, field at an adjourned meeting at Freeman
O. M. Moore, who runs the Phillips P ho
Strong.
game fish, etc. He has an order to paint Town House one week from Saturday, nograph, is an enterprising editor, and in
which will be the 15th day of June, at one addition to printing a good paper and tell
Senator Frye’s camp—on canvass. He has o’clock, P. M. Let there be a large delega
reproduced several of the famous Rangeley tion from the several towns interested and ing enticing big-fish stories, has several side
shows for the attraction of the tourists, one
trout, upon canvass, with wonderful success, keep the railroad fire that is already kindled of which is a stuffed bear. The bear got
burning
until
the
locomotive
shall
roll
a
both in nature and the prices easily obtained
singed in the fire in P hono, office, but there
train of cars into Kingfield village.
was still enough left for exhibition purposes.
for his work.
Farmers are nearly done sowing and The other day, during a storm, the bear
—N B. Beal, Esq., informs us that the planting, with the exception of a few wet trap blew over, and the glass in the cage
two new passengers cars for the Sandy farms. Some have washed their sheep, and got broken—but the bear is still on exhibi
some have potatatoes that are up nearly tion, although O. M. does not advertise him
River road have been shipped from Laconia,
large enough to hoe.
as “slightly damaged by fire and water.” He
N. H. They are built four feet longer than
Albert Perry has moved into town; Mrs. has our wishes for a long and useful life for
those now in use, and will carry thirty-two Clark has moved back to town and Daniel that bear’s kin.—Home Journal.
This house has been newly
refitted and furnished in
passengers each. The cars are also four Graffam is coming soon. He is to move into
com
plete style—fine airy
B^"Ts the next President writing a book?
inches wider, and a trifle higher. The win what is known as the George Harris stand.
room s—and we guarantee
and would he give us a copy if we were to
It
has
been
so
wet
this
spring
that
most
as
good
a table as can be
dows are larger, seats wider and broader,
found in New England. Everything neces
farmers are backward about putting in their puff it?
sary
and
requisite
will
be
done for the com 
different style and more easy to occupants. crops. Grass is growing finely and farmers
fort o f our guests.
They will be in use next week probably.
are looking forward to a large hay crop.
D ie d .—In Avon, May 6th, Joshua Dow,
Livery Stable connected w ith the house.
The all-absorbing topic of the day is R. aged 78 years, 8 months and 8 days.
We cordially invite Sportsmen and th e
—Last Saturday afternoon, at about four
In Freeman, May 28th, Abbie M. Dolbier, traveling public in general to give us a call.
R., and soon we hope to hear the whistle of
o’cloek the house of Russell Bros., near the locomotive and the snort of the iron aged 27 years.
________________
EDW ARD GRANT.
their steam mill was destroyed by fire. The horse in the little town of Salem.
B orn .— In Salem, May 30th, to Mr. and
PINKHAM & MERKOW,
house had recently been purchased of
Larrabee & Russell’s steam mill has sus Mrs. Z. McLaughlin, a son.
-----DEALER IN----In
Avon,
May
27th,
to
the
wife
of
Fer
pended
operations
for
the
present,
and
has
John Taylor and James Russell hadjjust mov
nando Dow, a son.
commenced
hauling
their
sawed
lumber
to
ed in and was but partially settled.
In Rangeley, June 3d, to the wife of Reu
Strong depot.
C L O T H IN G ,
Assistance was prompt and the furniture and
Mrs. M. P. Lovejoy is failing in health, ben Wilbur, a son.
furnishings were saved. The house burned and also Mrs. Isaac Hayford is very feeble.
Hats, Caps, Boots and Shoes.
flat and some of the park fence was also
FARMINGTON.
__________PHILLIPS, Ma i n e .
17-5
destroyed. The loss on the house was
The voters of the Village Corporation
about $400, as we learn from Mr. Russell. who signed the petition for an injunction to
The wind being from the south, much other get rid of paying the bonds issued in 1870, W ill m ake the season of 1883 at the farm of
by the vote of 146 to 1 against, have had a John Hoyt, Phillips, Me. He is a dark bay
property, including the mill and prepared bill presented to them by their attorney for with black points, foaled July 14, 1880, and
15% hands high, got by Constellation,
lumber, worth $ 10,000 to $ 12,000, was sav about $600, for his services in the case—a stands
by Alm ont, by Alexander’s Abadallah, by
P H ILL IPS, MAINE,
45tf
ed. Mr. and Mrs. Russell desire to express sum larger than all the petitioners’ taxes for Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, dam by Uncle
Shube, a speedy son of Gen. Knox. Intrepid
Office hours. 10 A. M. to 6 P . M
their thanks to neighbors and friends for this purpose, and they will have to pay the is a natural trotter with form, disposition
bonds besides with interest. The bill has and breeding to give size, beauty, speed and
ready help and kind sympathy manifested. been left with a local lawyer for collection.
good disposition to his get. His sire Con
is only nine years old, yet got the
They will rebuild this season, probably on
Since Dr. Round’s acceptance of the po stellation
four-year-old colt, Glenarm, which won a
i w
o
sition of Principal of the N. H. Normal record last season of 2:39% th e fastest ever
the old spot.
School at a $700 increase of salary, it has made by a colt of his age on any track in
RANGELEY.
been claimed that his leaving at the clt»se of Maine.
Beal Block, Phillips.
Alm ont, grand sire of Intrepid, was foaled
Rain, rain, beautiful rain—that’s what we the term was a condition of his being al in 1864 and at the close of last Season had
Ether A dm inistered.
17
have had in the Lake region, and it looks lowed by the trustees to remain until then. produced 20 sons and daughters with records
of 2:30 or better, three of which have
as if we were going to receive from it one Such report is utterly false and no change records
below 2:20, viz. Piedm ont, 2:17%;
of the largest crops of hay that we have had of Principal was intended. This is from the Fanny W itherspoon, 2:18*4, and Aldine, 2.19
for a number of years. I. C. Lombard, of very best possible authority, and not from %. Piedm ont is owned by ex-Q ov. Stanford
of California who paid thirty thousand dolAuburn, caught in the cove, near the city, any interested party.
lors for him for stock purposes.
PH ILLIPS, MAINE.
last week, a very nice trout which tipped the
A lexan d er’s Abadallah. sire of Alm ont,
Rev. Charles II. Pope was installed as
scales at 6 lbs., 9 1-4 oz., no more, no less.— pastor of the Congregationalist Church here was sire of Goldsmith Maid which won more
Office
and
esidence third door above the
heats in fast time, 822 below 2:30, than any Phonograph Roffice.
For the past week or two there have been 1 'uesday. In the forenoon occured the ex other
4—17
trotter yet produced and also got a
several good catches in this cove—quite a amination, and in the afternoon the eloquent record of 2:l4. Rysdyk’s Ham bletonian is
credited
with
34
sons
and
daughters
in
the
number of two-poundere and lesser ones.
3?ay Your Taxes.
and practical sermon was by Rev. E. N. 2:30 list, a number unequalled by any other
Packard, of Dorchester, Mass., and the oth
A X Payers in D ist. No. 1 will be allowed
Among the arrivals last week at the er exercises combined to make the installa sire.
one-third discount for cash paid before
Gen. K nox, sire of Uncle Shube, which
Oquossoc House were C. C. and A. Hough tion all that it should be.
got Intrepid’s dam, has got in all 10 trotters Ju n e 10th. After this date a less discount
w ill be allowed. Tax may be worked out at
with a record of 2:30 or better.
ton, G. I. Rugg and E. T. Smith, of Wor
Some excitement prevails in regard to
12% cts. per hour.
Terms, to warrant,
$15.00.
cester; H. II. Bridgman and F. H. Leg mediumistic manifestations here.
I he
3t39
It. M. ELLSWORTH, Surveyor.
By the season,
$10.00.
gett, New York, and G. M. Hall, of Boston. crowded rooms at $1 per head prove some
Season service payable in cash or note at
And, Mr. Editor, if you want a good square things if not the genuineness of the pre close of season, Oct. 1st. Mares by the sea
son not proving in foal can be returned fol
meal, don’t forget to try the Oquossoc.— tensions of those who take the money.
low ing season free of charge until a colt is
LL indebted to the undersigned are re
Landlord Grant and lady know how to keep
produced. Colts holden for service.
quested to call and settle before July
The
interior
of
the
Baptist
Church
is
re
a hotel. [W e’ve been there and can second
S. W. PARLIN.
1st, 1883.
L. A. DASCOMB, M. D.
ceiving kalsomine and paint.
Boston, Apr., 1883.
4teow34
P h illip s, April 26,1883.
34tf
the motion.—-Eo.]

State of Maine.

A q u o sso c IH o u s e ,
RANGELEY.

Friday, June 8th.
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6 dozen Buttons, worth 8c
1 Paper Needles, worth 5c
1 Thimble,
“ 5c
5 Spools Thread, “ 15c
1 Paper Pins,
“ 6c
2 Bunches Hairpins, 3c
H ^ ^ A ll for the small sum
of 25 cts. *=^§5^
To any party who favors
me with a call, purchas
ing anything in my line of

Dry Goods and Groceries.

Almont & Knox Stallion,

o

J. MORRISON, JR ,

INTR EPID I

A ttorn ey

atLaw,

DR. Z. Y. CARYILL,

m

3
»
Pi
0

L. A. DASCOMB,

a

PHYSICIAN & SURGEON,

0

T
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i
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Friday, June 8th.

two are p leasan t n eig h b o rs. and sworn
friends.

T he D ude

J& rtdw s & S '

H as an E ggs-travagant
Reception.

A dude stood in a pensive attitude near
a grocery store yesterday, indulging in an
A F ru it E pisode.
early breakfast from the top of his cane.
The chief editor unconsciously munched A vacuous smile swept across his unintel
away at his slice of watermelon, thor ligent face; his collar was so high he was
oughly considering meanwhile an editorial obliged to turn his body to look across the
on scientific progress. He ate deliberate street, and his pants so tightly fitting he
ly and daintily, and had got half way dare not sit down, although a tired ex
through the generous slice when the idea pression denoted that he was weary.
that he was seeking came to him. He Presently a bright-eyed, red-cheeked,
picked up his pen with one hand, and handsome young lady started from a
with the other executed a slow, graceful house opposite and ran across the street
sweep that carried the half-eaten, slice, to the store. The dude thought he had a
weighing about two pounds, out of the mash, because she happened to cast her
open window to the sidewalk where the eyes towards him—to see if she could
hurrying throng was. He did not con make out what it was. He lifted his hat,
sider the hurrying throng. He was ab smirked and indulged in other eccentrici
ties common to the dude. The lady paid
sorbed with his idea.
Just at that moment there was a sound no attention to him, made her purchases
of footsteps on the staircase. You would and returned home. Ju st as she was
R a n g ele y L a k e H o u s e , R a n g e l e y , M e .
have thought that the incomer was taking closing the door she detected the fellow
two steps at a time, possibly three. The kissing his hand to her. She laid down
I^^T his famous Lakeside Resort is now open to Summer Visitors and is well pre
incomer opened the door as if he were a her bundles, retraced her steps to the pared to suit the requirements c f the most fastidious traveling public. The House is situated at “ Rangeley City,”
giant powder cartridge,and entered the in store, procured four eggs, and going up but a minute’s walk from the shores of Rangeley L a k e ; is well furnished with modern conveniences, and its tables
ner door like a cyclone. His voice was like to the dude said, “ You insolent puppy, are always supplied with the best the market affords. The House is connected with the Telephone and Telegraph
& bulldog’s, and his mouth had four cor how dare you insult a lady?” Without system. B ® “ Good Livery Stable with Carriage and Saddle Horses, Buckboards, etc. Both Phillips and Kennegiving him time to reply, she projected an bago Stages leave this house daily. Kennebago Lake, io miles ; Mt. View, 7.
ners as he yelled threateningly :
J , A. BURKE Propr
egg, which struck the chap on the chin.
“ Who done it ?”
The chief editor beamed at him mildly It broke. The next one nestled confid
through his glasses. The man had a ingly on his neck-tie, and the next sought
watermelon air about him that was curious. his shirt bosom. The last one found
Trout Fishing & Hunting.
T here were little hunks of pink sticking lodgment in his hair, and there were four
“ TUn Pond” la a beautiful little Lake of
closer than a brother all around his shirt colored streams tending to one common
about 1000 acres, surrounded by green hills
and m ountains. It Is full of very gamy
bosom, and there was some in his eyes center. The dude concluded it wasn’t his
fro n t of the finest quality, but not large.
I he largest caught last year weighed 2 1-8
and in his ears and everywhere. A big day, and amid the shouts and jeers of the
bs.. and the average was rather less than 1-2
— AT—
piece of rind protruded above his second bystanders he slunk away, thoroughly
lb. They are very plenty, and anyone can
catch all they want.
shirt stud, and from his looks you would disgusted.—Ex.
The “Seven P ond s” are situated tw elve
miles farther back in the woods among the
have thought that he had swallowed a ripe
m ountains, readied by a buck-board road
An A ggravating Little W retch.
watermelon whole, aHd it had exploded
from Tim Pond —cut through and opened
in 1881. These Ponds are larger, and the
and burst through him.
Trout also are larger than those at Tim I’ond;
Some of the city stores are constantly
and, being so far from any settlem ent, have
“ You are mistaken, my friend,” said
annoyed by children coming to the door
never been fished but very little consequent
the chief editor, with a think-of-the-poorly all of the : onds are full of Trout. All
and asking for cards, empty boxes and
Sportsmen who visited them last year pro
heathen look. Watermelons are prohib
nounced it the hist fishing in Few Ilnathat sort of thing. The clerks are, of
land.
ited in this office. In the office above,
course, down on the youngsters, and the
Game is very plenty ; and Deer are seen
however, they eat them continually. I
m ost every day in hot weather, astliey come
warfare never ends. The other day a
in
small herds to the water to drink.
think you will find them at it now.”
At Tim Pond are eight good Log Cabins ;
little girl opened a store door, and sticking
I think the best set o f camps in Main-, arid
The man shot up stairs and blew him
her head in, called o u t:
in the m ost beautiful location that I ever
self into the room over our heads while
found in the woods. Near the camps is a
“ Say, mister, have you got any empty
spring of soft, pure cold water. The cabins
the chief editor locked both doors and
are
supplied with a good berth for bed. with
boxes?”
new,fresh houghs and plenty of blankets, and
moved a desk against the inner one.
“ N o!” said the clerk, not very politely.
in each cabin is a sm all stove." Near by is a
-AND—
“ I f he had seen them ,” he said pointing
dining-room and a cook-room ; and no
“ Got any cards?”
pains wil I be spared to have th e tables sup
to some seeds on the desk, “ I was a dead
plied with everything that can be obtained
“ N o !”
that sportsmen like in the woods. I have
m an.”— S a n F rancisco WasJ>.
“ Got any almanacs?”
six good cabins now ready at the “Seven
Ponds.” 1 have good Boats at both places,
“ N o !”
and my terms for Board, Camps, and Boats
B ism arck Saving a Soldier.
--------------------will be os low as the present tim es will ad
“ Got any empty bottles?”
mit.
“ N o !”
Parties buying Tickets for Sm ith’s Farm,
A good Bismarck annecdote, showing
in Eustis, w ill be left at my farm, the end of
“ Got any pictures?”
the prince to have been a good comrade
stage lines, and six m iles from Tim Pond.
Tkeep Buck-board Teams, single and double
“ N o !”
from his youth up, is the following :
to carry Passengers and baggage from farm
“ Got any sense?”
to the Ponds, at reasonable rates.
In 1838 he entered the Potsdam battal
Parties wishing to visit these Ponds, this
“ No—yes—no—yes—you miserable lit
ion of “ Garde Jaeger” as a one year vol
season, can engage Board, Boats, Guides,
and Buck-board Teams, and have everything
unteer, and six months later, at his request tle wretch !” and the clerk flew out of the
in readiness on arrival o f Stage, by writing
in advance to
he was transferred to the “ Second Ja e  door; but the youngster was in the next
gers” at Greifswald, in order to be able to alley making faces at him, and he came
KENNEDY SMITH,
KUSTIS, MAIS'K.
profit by the lectures in the Agricultural back madder than he had been since his
School of Eldena. One of his comrades salary was reduced.
in the batallion was a young man, who at
At L. F. CHANDLER’S,
The meanest man yet has been found,
Wolcl, U
V
E
e.,
the present day still counts among the
and we regret that his residence is in this
•May be found a good assortm ent of
great landed proprietors of the province
city. He has been in the habit of sweet
of Pomerania. He then stood in the sec
ening his tea with molasses to save the
CROCKERY WARE, ETC.,
ond rank immediately behind Bismarck.
expense of sugar, and the other day at
All kinds o f Country Produce taken in ex 
In spite of stringent orders to the con
change
for
goods. Good bargains guaran
dinner he found that a mouse had crept
teed for Cash or Ready Pay. Call on him
trary, the Jaegers persisted in frequently
and
see
for
yourselves.
28*tf
gg^R em em ber these goods are all New
into his molasses jug and been drowned.
firing a shot at the numerous storks on
—the Old Stock having been closed out,
The man was averse to losing so much of
the meadows near Greifswald while out
witli the exception of small lots which
the sweet fluid as adhered to the animal
on a march, drilling or exercising. One
will be sold at Very Low Prices.
so he pulled him out by the tip of his tail
day on the march home to the barracks,
and dipped him into his cup of te a ! He
Bism arck’s hind-man brought down a
then threw him out of the window and
bird with a bullet. The officers, although
calmly proceeded to enjoy the cup which
KlP-Our aim will be to keep the best
marching a good way ahead, heard the
cheers. We should have supposed that goods in the market at lowest possible
report, saw the stork falling down, or
AT No. 6 BEAL BLOCK.
Proprietor.
the economical gentlemen would have prices. gg^-Call and see us.-^^^
35
D. L. DENNISON & CO.
dered the battalion to halt and forthwith
saved the mouse to make a broth for
began to examine the guns. Everything
breakfast.— Batli Independent.
I have on hand a large assortm ent of
was as it should be in the first rank. The
LADIES AND CHILDREN’S
culprit in the second rank began to trem
A Ju v en ile’s Query.
N. E. VINING, Propr.
Hats, Bonnets, Flowers Ribble all the more for his safety, inasmuch
On a Boston street car the other day a
cons, Feathers, and
as his promotion to a lieutenancy was at
T T A V IN G bought the m eat m arket busi1 Aness o f 8. G. Haley, and fitted up the
I shall sell below cost, as I do not
stake in case he should be found out. half a dozen happy fathers were matching which
Ornaments.
new store on the corner for my business I
wish to keep them over. A lso a good line of
babies.
To
the
anecdotes
of
prize
chil
can
furnish anything in my line, including
This Bismarck realized, and while his
friend was on the point of voluntarily dren a listener whose offspring had grown Hats, Bonnets, Feathers, Rib
denouncing himself in order to clear the to the age of talkativeness contributed an
bons, etc., etc.
GLOVES, CORSETS. LACES, HOOPS.
J E I j I jI E S ,
rest of the men from an unjust suspicion, account of his boy’s experience in peeling I shall sell at such low prices that you can
BUSTLES, ETC.
an
orange
with
his
thumb.
With
great
not
fail
to
be
pleased.
Anyone
wishing
to
he whispered to him :
Smoked
Halibut, Codfish, etc.
Be sure and look at our new Dress and
buy such goods will find a visit to my Store
Coat Buttons, to m atch, before buying. We
“ Look sharp! take your gun In your difficulty the rind was taken off, but to re a profitable
‘ ,bf€ one Try it and see.
^ “Settlem ents made every 30 days.
are prepared to take orders for all kinds of
move the inner lining or film without
Delivery Cart wil! be out in Phillips, Monleft arm ; I ’ll throw you m ine.”
Hair Sw itches, Waves, Curls, Frizzes, front
s . c
Thursdays; at Strong, Tuesdays
breaking into the pulp was still harder.
Head Dresses, etc.
and F ridays, at Salem, W ednesdays; MadNo sooner said than done—so quickly,
S
t
r
o
n
g
.
iy24
We
take
pleasure
In
inviting
all
to
come
rid,
Saturdays.
Finally,
in
vexation,
the
little
fellow
cried
36tf
in and exam ine our new goods, and take
in fact, that the inspecting officer did not
this opportunity to say that we have now in
o
ut:
“
Papa,
what
makes
oranges
wear
notice it, and the case of the killed stork
stock the latest n ovelties in
F. E. TIMBERLAKE.
remained an unexplained mystery. Over flannels?”

The New Firm.

Tim Pond & Seven Ponds!

Now Cash Store.

D.L. Dennison-Co.

S . £•. H A L E Y

Are now prepared to show
their customers as large
and desirable a stock

The Byron Store,
PH ILLIP S .

DRYGOODS!

Just Opened, a Brand New
Stock of

BO O TS&SHOES,

Dry&FancyGoods
Men’s, Women’s and
Children’s

CROCKERY®

BOOTS & SHOES.

Glass W are!

Fancy & Heavy

#GROCERiESTli>

[ 1IGIRIOICIEIRIIIEISI!) D

F L O U R

Crockery & C lass W are,

as can be found in Phillips.

J$@=*A Large and varied
stock of F U R N I T U R E
constantly on hand at low
est prices.

Dry & Fancy Goods, Groceries, Boots & Shoes,

U sT E W

Spring Millinery!
NEW

Cashmere

Prices of (fOBBflCCO) Meed,

Lower Village, Byron Store.

S. C. HALEY,

FASHIONS New Meat Market,

H ose!

Fancy Goods!

Canned Goods, Preserves,

V" a u g l i a n ,

A. M. GREENWOOD,

a mug of beer that night Private Bis
I t was first known that hogs were good
marck declined to receive the thanks of to eat when Japliet Ham. It would be a
his comrade for a service “ which was not Shem not to Noah thing was good after
worth talking about.” To this day the trying it.

j

e

w

e

l

Millinery & Fancy Goods!

e

-----And Dealer in-----

WATCHES A

CLOCKS,
E tc .

No. 3. Beal Block, Phillips.

5-34

And keep on hand an assortm ent of trim
med HATS and BONNETS, at low est prices.
Any orders will receive careful and prompt
attention. Many thanks for past favors.
X

j

. N ,

3 3 r a c lx o t t .

35

(flTTORNEYf&lcOUMSELLOff]
A .t
BEAL BLOCK,

X ia w ,
37tf

PH ILLIPS, ME.

Money

S P IL L S

A W h ite L ily for P arep a R o sa .

The season of music was closing. Satiat
ed with praise Parepa Rosa drew her wrap
around her shoulders and stepping from
the private entrance of the “ Grand was
about to enter her carnage when “ 1 >ease,
mi ladi,” in low, pleading accents, arrest
ed her attention. It was only the shrunk
en, misshapen form of little El n, t le
Italian street singer, with his old violin
under his arm ; but the face upturned in
the gas-light, although pale and pinche ,
was as delicately cut as a cameo, w 11 e
the eager, wistful light, the great brilliant
eyes, the quiver of entreaty in the soft It
alian voice held her for a moment against
her escort’s endeavor to save her the an
noyance of hearing a beggar’s plea.
“ Well?"’ said the great singer, mlf impatient, yet full ot pity.
“ Would mUadi please?” in sweet, bro
ken English, and the. slender brown bands
of the dwarf held up a fragrant white lily,
with a crystal drop imits golden heart. ^
“ Do you mean this lovely flowe
me?” A passionate gesture was her an
swer. Taking the tlower, Parepa Rosa
bent her stately head. “ You heard me

M AK E

NEW

,

CROUP,

ASTHMA,

JOHNSON’S ANODYNE LBNIIV3ENT

c
u
b
e
s

distant chimes ot vespei
.
llej
after encore followed. The curtain rolled
up for the last time, and as simply as pos
up ior uic
audience of
sible the manager told tne
last night’s incident and announced that
Parepa Rosa’s farewell to them would be
the simple ballad warbled many a hitter
day through the city streets by little Elfin,
the Italian musician.
c la u s e
Long and prolonged was tins PP
with
and at the
pause, . . « P » | ”
royal grace, came our queen of «ong. At
her breast was tbe fragrant Illy. Q ueen,
t
•
rtf her unstained woman,
by n g 1
power of her . ubhood, as we
J
iom ent, then sang
lime voice, she stood am
clearly and softly tl..
I S
- Tliere was silen ce
“ , „ e a , bouse at tbe close .ben a

Home Company!

FarmersqBuilders
Take Notice-

Life Insurance Co,
Of Portland is now in its THIRTY-FIFTH
YEAR, and at no tim e has it been more
prosperous or more successful. Its
results last year was A LARGE
LY INCREASED BUSINESS,
Increased Assfets, Increas
ed Surplus, Increased
Dividends td policy
holders, and all
secured at a
Decreased E xpenditure.

83P'"T am S ellin gth e

PA ID TO POLICY HOLDERS.

Eagl©

H orse

Hoe.

—The above Im plem ents are all first class
goods, as I have testim onials from parties in
this vicinity to sh ow . I have ju st returned
from Market with a very large stock of

$246,000. _

Builders’Material

F. E. BELL, A gt., S t r o n g . __ 38

I can please you as to price and quality.
My Stock of

C. M. DAVIS.

Dry; Fancy Goods, Dry &Fancy Goods

Dr. E. C. W est’s Nerve and Brain Treat
m ent, a guaranteed specific for H ysteria,
D izziness, Convulsions, F its, Nervous N eu
ralgia, H eadache, Nervous Prostration caus
ed by the use of alcohol or tobacco, W ake
fulness, Mental D epression, Softening of
tlie Brain resulting in insanity and leading
to misery, decay and death, Premature Old
Age, Im potency, W eakness in either sex, In 
voluntary Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused
by over-exertion of the brain, self-abuse or
over-indulgence. Each box contains one
m onth’s treatm ent. $1 a box, or 6 boxes for
85.00; sent by m ail prepaid on receipt of
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any
It afforded comfort to the late President case.
W ith each order received for 6 boxes
Garfield while suffering from the effects accom panied with $5 we w ill send the pur
chaser
our written guarantee to refund the
of the assassin’s bullet, and is endorsed
omey if th e treatm ent does not effect a
by Drs. Bliss, Boynton, and by many oth m
cure. J. C. W est & Co., Proprietors, issue
er distinguished physicians.
guarantees through H . H. Hay & Co., Drug
It is adopted in the hospitals of the gists, only agents, Portland., Me., junction
ly32
United States government. Call and see Middle and Free Streets.
its operation and read the testimonials
TO FANCIERS OF

B Y MAIL.

STA TIO N E R Y ,

In view of the very flattering success w ith
which our past efforts in th is line have been
m et, we have largely increased our facilities
for the accom m odation of those living out
of town, through our

So that anyone sending to us for

Elegant Styles of

BOX-PAPER,

. ‘ ,I,,,sate the boy musically,

Patent Medicines,

P L E S

Can make their selection s at hom e and

O H 2 S E !BV M AXI.
Tlius securing the same benefits as those
living in the city. Our business on a strictly

One Price System,
And all our Goods will be found as repre

sented.

3NT0TI03NTS

And a Full and Coom plete Line of

Huts.

31. II. D a v en p o r t & Co.,

With an American

Fruit Evaporator
Any fanner can cheaply convert his surplus
fruit into evaporated stock equal in value
to that produced by the m ost expensive
com m ercial evaporator. In order to secure
a car-load order I will deliver, at station in
Farmington, all evaporators ordered before
A ugust 1st, at factory prices. Call on or ad
dress,
O. S. NORTON, A gent, Avon.
P . O. Address, Strong, Me.
35tf

Knowlton Printing House.

RECHARD’S TURBINE WATER WHEEL

W IN D O W CURTAINS,

O

L

L

A

N

D

S

-----and-----

O paq u e

H o llan d s,

and gives special attention to m aking

Picture

Frames.

K eeps a full line of

Coffins and Caskets,

together with ctrcutaf’coritaining very im
portant in fo r m a l011- relative to Mail Or
ders, sen t free to »uy address.

Maine Central R.R,

Hearse, at short notice.

Warranted to give satisfaction, or no pay.

J.E. LADD,

Eastman Bros, & Bancroft, Commencing Monday, Oct.
16th, 1882.
m i and 491 CONGRESS ST.
-4 S

Farm for Sale.

I offer for sale my farm, known as the
Bray farm, on Bray H ill, five miles from
Phillips Village. Over 400 acres—Cuts 40
FARMINGTON, MAINE.
tons of hay—Good Pasturage—Good comm odious buildings Water in house and
Knowlton & McLeary, Propr’s. barn. Large amount o f w ood. Will be sold
at a great bargain. Enquire o f the Sub
83?“ All kinds of fine Book and Job Print scrib eror J. H. Byron. 35tf L. G. VOTER.
ing executed with dispatch. In fact, any
thing from a Card to a Mammoth Poster.—
Orders by mail prom ptly atten d ed to lyX4.

L. E. QUIMBY, M. D„

Eggs! Eggs!

Ladies’ & Gent’s Robes,

F-U-R-N -I-T-U-R-E

And is prepared to attend funerals w ith

Maine.

PHYSICIAN &

PASSENGER TRAINS will leave FARM
INGTON for PORTLAND and BOSTON,and
for LEWISTON, BRUNSWICK and BATH,
at 8.20 A. M.
A MIXED TRAIN leaves FARMINGTON
for LEWISTON Lower Station at 3.35 P. M„
excepting Saturdays. Passengers tak in gtb ls
train can leave Lewiston at 11.20 P. M. (every
night), connecting at Brunswick w ith Night
Pullman Trains for Bangor and B oston.
PASSENGER TRAIN from PORTLAND
arrives a t FARMINGTON at 5.50 P. M.
Freight Train arrives at 1.42 P. M.
PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Sup’t.
Portland, Oet. 13th. 1882.
Iy42*

B U R N H A M ’S

SURGEON,

TJROW N Leghorn eggs for hatching, at
IV lo .
IF* l a . i l 1 1 1 1*
J > 50 cts. per settin g o f 13 eggs. Purity of
stock guaranteed. Orders by m ail will re
83F”Office and residence at the DrMUmceive prompt attention.
ball stand.
29tf
HENRY W. TRUE, P hillips, Me.

HORSES!

-ALSO-

Robinson K eeps a good assortm en t o f

H

GOOD

Your atten tion is called to th e young Stal
lion Pharlo,w lio will m ake the Season o f 1883
at the stable o f the Subscriber. Phario is
five years old, stands nearly 16 hands high,
w eigh s upwards 1100 pounds, is o f perfect
form and action, coal black except w h ite
feet behind and star in forehead. A finer
disposition and b etter roadster can ’t be
found in the State. In fact he is a horse
w ithout a fault. A s for speed he prom ises
quite as fast as his honored sire, tn e Black
M onitor, owned by S. H . H inds and son,
Salem, Maine. H e by Gen. Knox, w hose
pedigree is too w ell known for further dis
cussion.
H is dam, th e fam ous Amasa
N iles Mare, Freem an, Me., by Old Flying
E aton, dam at present unknow n. Terms
to warrant, $10.00—otherw ise as may be
agreed. A ll casualties at the risk of owners
of mares. Services due on and after March
15th, I8s4. A ll mares taken away will
be considered with foal unless proved
otherw ise.
SAMUEL FARMER.
P hillips, May 10th, 1883.
36tf

Samples of any of our Goods

Portland,______
U PPER VILLAGE.

from eminent physicians and surgeons
and parties that have testified its merits.

Sample and Mail Order Department!
S A M

W ealth!

W here thay can be Eented on S ea
sonable Terms.

N ew and desirable patterns of

PAPER HANGINGS,

Health

Robinsons Furniture Rooms

KALSOMINE,

([GROCERIES])

M . H. Davenport & Co.

—A T -

and

Painters’ Supplies

MEDICINES THAT ARE
H ighly recom m eded by reliable people in
our State, for Consumption, Dyspepsia, F e
male Diseases, Kidney,Lung and Liver Trou
ble, Lost Manhood, Rheum atism, Coughs,
Catarrh & ScrofulaHum ors, Biliousness, e tc .
THE HOUSEHOLD BLOOD P U R IF IE R
.. A N D COUGH S Y R UP,
And for Rheum atism, A ches and Pains,
THE R E L IE F L IN IM E N T .
83?“ These m edicines are com pounded from
tb e pure oils of roots and herbs, and sold by
all dealers. J o h n W . P e r k i n s & Co., Port
land, Me., B o w d it c h , W e b s t e r &C q ., A u 
gusta, M e., W holesale Dealers, and by ly-45

Invalid Bedstead,

Y A R N IS H B S ,

Is not surpassed th is side of the large cities.
Please bear in mind I have the AYE RILL
MIXED PAINT in all shades and in packagesjfrom M pint to 10 gallons. This paint being
all ready for use is very convenient for those
who want to use in sm all or large quantities.
JSSTHIaving since last season made addi
tions to and changes in my store, I am now
better prepared to serve the public than ever

T r ia l B o t t l e s 2 5 c.

CROSBY

AND

Shelf Hardware

A Large and Varied Stock of

$266,000.

0. M. Moore, Agt., Phillips.

Which have been Selected with Great Care.

M. H. DAVENPORT & CO.’S BRUSHES,

1 8 8 2 .

Agents Wanted Everywhere.

Farmers’& Carpenters’Tools

A whisper being heard th a tla r e p

tm
ho^
m IT moon
Cough Syrup tor the b loo
diseases, and the
f .
wonderful
aches and pains, are
reiiable
cures, as the testimon als fro^i
people in our State will sho\ •__________

Merits.
m edicine. To all men and wom en th a t are
suffering w ith any o f the above diseases,
we do advise them to try it. 1 cannot praise
it as high as it deserves, to the suffering
people. Respt.,
REV. JOHN SPINNEY , Starks, Me.

i n IVCaine.

1881.

With Iron Frame.

M IN T S ANB OILS,

S H E L F -P A P E R ,

least of these, ye did it M to « « •

on Its
Cough Syrup. A fter using several b o ttles
to our surprise it relieved us and w ith much
pleasure and satisfaction we do highly reccom m end it as a valuable

TimothyB.Hussey Level Land Over Eighteen Million Dollars.
Our business thu s far in 1883 shows
Matchless Swivel Plow,
a large ihcree(.\e over t8S2.

AT

Confectionery and

Sold in 1882
We em ployed several doctors and used
different kinds of m edicines but they did
not cure us. We was advised to try The
H ousliold Blood Purifier and

Over Six Millions of Dollars

rlr Eagle Cultivator, l^msiness
Wooden Frame; a very nice Cultivator

Bottles

My w ife has also suffered for years with
the same trouble and palpitation of the
heart also that terrible disease that many
an unfortunate woman issuffering with, F e
male weakness.

A S S E T S

Holley
Swivel £Also
8
the

"
ti,nt shook the m ighty pdshout went up th< Parepa

Pare'pi^Rosa I God called thcc in tliy

Thousand

II E

UNION MUTUAL

MAKE HENS LAY

Your reporter found Mrs. Hawkins at 14
Exchange. St.. New Haven, Conn. ‘‘About
four years ago,” slie kaid, “I was then it resi
dent o f Rrooklyh, N. Y. I w ent over one
mornidg to the Jersey City depot to see some
friends off who were starting for the West.
There was a strong draft o f air in the depot,
and in standing by tb e train talking to my
friehds I caught a Severe cold. J had no
more than reached my home again when I
was taken with a sudden chill and then fever
set in. The outcom e of all was that rheu
matism settled all over me. 1 was entirely
helpless. From this I have never recovered.
You see my hands what a state they are in.
Those are all chalky sw ellings and my limbs
are very bad. While I remained in Brooklyn
1 tried all sorts of rem edies, but I could nev
er gain any relief. My physician said it was
no use. I grew very thin and lost all
strength. Finally, after com ing here, to
gratify my husband,. I began to take Dr.
K ennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY, and my
general health has been better than ever b e
fore. I am stronger, have an excellen t appe
tite, which I did not have for a long tim e.
It has helped my rheum atism, and with a
thorough trial I am in hopes of recovering
com pletely.”
K ennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY has been
successfully used by thousands. It will build
up a system which has been run down by
overwork. It is the thing for the student
and literary man to have at hand,and should
be iu the hom e of every mechanic. FA
VORITE REMEDY is econom ical, safe and
pleasant. Buy it and try it.
4t37.

Over Eighty-five
A good Christian m an,well known through
out our state for h is good works. A man
whose statem ents cannot be im peached: “I
have suffered w ith the Liver and Kidney
com plaint and was at tim es very bilious.

T

An English Veterinary Surgeon and Chemist,
now traveling in this country, says that must
of the Horse and Cattle Powders sold here
are worthless trash. He says that Sheridan s
Condition Powders are absolutely pure and

Were the Words of a Good Lady, Mrs. Hawk
ins, who has long suffered the Pain
Common to Chronic Rheumatism.
A Woman’s Patience and
Fortitude well Shown.

By special request wo publish for the in
terest of people th a t are suffering and hop
ing and praying for relief, the statem ent of
a reliable man.

-I N A—

B R O N C H ITIS.

Neuralgia, Influenza, Sore Lungs, Bleeding at the Lungs, Cnronic Hoarseness, Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough,
Chronic Rheumatism, Chronic Diarrhoea, Chronic Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, Kidnev Troubles,
Diseases
of the
Spine and Lame Back. Sold everywhere. Send tor pamphlet to I. S. J ohnson <k Co. , B
” oston ,' M
T■a-«s s .

To Please Her Husband,

In This State

Endo wm entPolicy

JOHNSON’S A NO D YNE L IN IM E N T will instan
taneously relieve these terrible diseases, and will positively
cure nine cases out of ten. Information that will save
many lives sent free by mail. Don't delay a moment,
•a “3 Prevention is better thari cure.

ped into her carriage and was driven away.
It was Parepa Rosa’s last mg i •
box near the stage sat little El.m like one
entranced.
Grandly the sweet voice
w d ed Us triumphant chords and rang
l l - l l the arches with unearthly power an
sweetness. The slight frame of the boy
swayed and shook, and a look so wrai ,
SO intense, came on his face, you knew
his very heart was stifled. Then the
wonderous voice thrilled softly, like the
faint sound of bugles in the ear y
again its sweetness stole over you Idc^the

Jars

b l o o d

R IC H

And w ill completely change the blood in the entire system in three months. Any per
son who w ill take 1 P ill each night from 1 to 13 weeks, may he restored to sound
health, if such a thing be possible. For curing Female Complaints these P ills have no
equal. Physicians use them in their practice. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for
eight letter-stamps. Send for circular. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

“ Mi ladi, I hid under the stair. Twas
yesterday I heard the voice. Oh, mi adi,
mi ladi, I could d ie!” The words came
brokenly from quivering lips, passionate
in earnest. The loud voice of the wor
• she had ju st left had never shown Parepa
Rosa the power of her grand voice, as she
saw it now in those soft, dark eyes aflame,
and in the sobbing, broken words,
ladi, oh! mi l a a i - I could die.”
“ Child,” and her voice trembled,
me here tomorrow at live,” and holding
T e my caressingly to her cheek, she step

S
“

AND PLACE IT IN AN

logue, term s, etc.
5-8

MILLWRIGHT
and M. Engineer,
dealer in all kinds
of machinery for
saw and grist mills.
General Agent for
the State of Maine
for Rechard’s Tur
bine Wheel, the
cheapest first-class
wheel on the mar
ket. Sold on its
own merits, which
will stand the test
every time. For
descriptive Catato
ADD, Gardiner, Me.

Med
for
ica ted Cotton —
Toothache isth eC h ild ren ’sfrien d and Moth
ers’ com fort. It deadens th e nerve and gives
perm anent relief. For sa le b v druggists. Iy4

Dr.Macalaster’s

Fine Bred Shoats
P A M P H L E T FREE BY

BURNHAM BROS,YORK,PA.

Or B. D. W HITNEY, Gardiner. Me.

For Sale by Farmer of the Barden H ouse
P hillip s. Jan. 19, 1883.____________20tf

Subscribe foFthe Phonoe;.

8

Friday, June 8th.
News of the Week.

HlN K LE Y k ) (iRAGINil

China is hurrying preparations for a war
with France.
The Cincinnati, O., boot-makers have re
sumed work at the old wages, at last.
Almost a murder is reported from Augus
ta. A fellow crazed with rum beat his
mother horribly.
A union temperance campmeeting at
Maranocook, occurs on Saturday and Sun
day, July 28 and 29.
One hundred and forty-three soldiers sta
tioned at Posen have been accidentally pois
oned. Their condition is dangerous.
King Koffee Kalkali, the author of the
late war in Ashantee, has been forcibly re
stored to his throne. A British envoy has
been sent.
Advices have been received from Sierra
Leone under date of May 24, that 50 persons
have been roasted alive for witchcraft in the
Sherbro district.
The drought in the section of Lynchburg,
Virginia, has resulted in incalculable dam
age, and information from the southwest
represents an alarming state of affairs.
Specific charges against Supervising
Architect Hill were filed by ex-Congressman Murch, through counsel, Tuesday, and
the investigation was adjourned till Mon
day.
A mob of 200 men broke into jail at Hermon, Missouri, after midnight, Monday, and
took Whitney, the murderer of young Burchard, to the woods and he has not been seen
since.
The suit of W. D. Murphy, of Albany, N.
Y., against W. H. English, for $ 1,200 for
services on the stump during the last Presidental Campaign was settled Monday by the
payment of $500.
A heavy rain Tuesday night, in Kansas,
brought the water over the railroad track,
in places. In Texas the water washed
away bridges and track, and in the town of
Comanche, houses were blown down.
Alabama and Texas towns were visited by
a cyclone Sunday. Several persons were
killed and injured. In Greenville, Texas,
150 houses and four churches were wreck
ed. The damage is estimated at $100,000.
Barnum’s main circus tent with dresses
and paraphernalia was burned in Chicago.
There was no loss of either human or ani
mal life. The animals were in another tent.
The loss is about $ 16,000. The canvas des
troyed covered six acres of ground.
The effects of the Recent flood at Council
Bluffs, Iowa, are not so serious as first sup
posed. Loss to private property is less than
$ 150,900, and to the city not over $300,000.
All business has been resumed. No lives
lost.
Rees Kilpatric, Thomas Franklin, John
Dilbreek, James Sands, and J. A. Powell,
members of a gang of counterfeiters and
passers of counterfeit silver dollars and half
dollars at Little Rock, Arkansas, have been
arrested.
Tuesday was a very hot day in New York
The thermometer touched 90 degrees, at 3
P. M. Seven cases of sunstroke, two of
which were fatal, occurred. Wednesday was
sultry, here. A continuance of warm weath
er is predicted.
During the performance of Nathan’s cir
cus at Suspension Bridge, N. Y., Tuesday,
the canvas tents were struck by a terrific
rain squall and utterly demolished. About
1,500 persons were in the tents, and a ter
rible panic ensued. A great many perso ns
were injured, but none fatally.
The latest developement in the war be
tween rival gangs of desperadoes at Dodge
City, Kansas, is a proclamation stopping
all kinds of gambling. Soldiers and citi
zens armed with rifles are endeavoring to
enforce the proclamation and put an end
to the disgraceful proceedings.
In an affray between striking shoemakers
and “scabs,” as new men are called, at
Dover, N. H., Monday night, Wm. Burrows
a striker, was fatalty shot by E. A. Lathrop
a “scab.” Intense excitement prevails. The
strikers made an effort to sieze Lathrop to
lynch him, but were only frustated by the
bravery of the police, who threatened to
fire upon the mob.
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I B. FRANK HAYDEN I

Makes the following Extraordinary Offer to enable
Every Family in Phillips and Vininity to
receive the benefits of his.

Summer Stock

READY i MADE i CLOTHING!

For the Largest and Most Complete Assortment
---------of--------- •

FOR MEN, YOUTHS & BOYS.
The Neatest, Nobbiest and Most Durable Suits ever
offered here for the money, and as we keep much
the Largest Stock in Town, our customers
will have a better opportunity for mak
ing a selection than can be had
elsewhere, while we will guar
antee Lowest Prices. Call
AND EXAMINE.

W oolens, B oots and S hoes ,
JEWELRY k YANKEE NSTONS
Ever Shown in Phillips and at Prices
LOWER than the LOW EST.
$gg“*Read the advertisement* in this paper, then call and see

Of All Grades and Prices, and we are showing as Fine
Styles now as can be bought anywhere.
H. W. TRUE, Tailoring,
as usual.

Who keeps the Newest Styles, the Nicest in Quality,
and the Largest Stock in Phillips.
Slgg-'Be your own jndge, but remember I have always claimed to have the Largest
and Most Complete Line in Phillips. I still claim the same and can backup all I say
with my Stock.

DRY GOODS PR IC ES.

mmmm

Black Cashmere, 45, 50, 65 cts. to $1.00; Colored Cashmere, 45, 50, 65 and 75 ct«.
44 inch All-Wool New Style Dress Flannel, 75c.; one Job Lot Cotton and Wool

hits

All the New Styles of Spring and Summer Hats in
Wool, Fur, Manilla, Linen, Wood, Rush, and
Mackinaw Straw.
Extra Large
Sizes of Fur Hats in stock.

F IS H IN G

TA CKLE !

A Good Stock of everything in this line, on which we
propose to Reel in a small Net Profit, by
Hook or Crook. This for a Leader
on the Fly. Heavy Rubber
and Gossamer Coats, Leggings, Hats and Caps.

Dress Goods, 12 1-2 cts. -, another job lot at 15c.; another at 50c., and still another
at 25c. Black Silk, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75 and $2.00—all W arranted in every way.—
Ladies’ and Misses’ Cloaking, 56 inches, $1.25, $1.50 and $2.00. Ticking, 10, 12 12, 15 to 20 c ts .; White PK, 8c. to 25c.; Cotton Cloth, 6, 7 to 9c. per yard; Prints,
4, 5 and 7c.; Dress Cambrics, 10c.; Ginghams, 9 to 12 l-2 c.; Gent’s heavy Cotton
Shirting, 9, 10 and 12 l-2 c .; Table Linen, Towels, and every thing usually kept in a
first-class Dry Goods Store. Remember my Motto, LOW ER THAN TH E LOW
E ST, and that I sell goods only for CASH.

FANCY GOODS PRICES.
A 50-ct. Corset for 40c.; a 75-ct. Corset for 50c.; a $1.00 Corset for 80c.; a $1.25
Corset for $1.00. Lace Ties for 3c. and 5 c .; Lace Ties for 50c. to $1.00; Lace Col
lars in 50 different styles, loc. to $1.00; Ribbons from 3c. per yard to $1.25; Span
ish Laces, Black, for 30c., regular price, 50c.; Spanish Laces, Cream, 30c., former
price, 50c. Common White Lacet from lc. to 20. Cotton Gloves, regular price 15
cts., selling for 10c.; 30-ct. do. for 20c. Also a full line of new shades Sun Shades
from 10c. to $3.00; a job lot Hose, regular price 15c., selling for 10: one lot for 20,
another for 25. A full, regular Hose, silk clocked, 25c. One of the finest lines of
Dress and Cloak Buttons in Phillips, and prices lower than the lowest.
Ar
My stock is too large to try to give prices, but
L K U U J A1 3D OL
I can say I carry the Largest Stock, the Finest
Qualities of any firm in Phillips, and you will always find new and fresh goods to se
lect from, and prices lower than at any other place in Phillips.

GENT’S FURNISHINGS & UNDERWEAR. GENT S EMNISIING GOODS.
Wall Paper and Figured Paper Curtains at
Wholesale Prices.

Trunks and Traveling Bags.
Drugs, Medicines, Perfumes,

| |

1

Demember I make no charge for Trimming. Black
Anl
k . Chip Hats, 75c.; White Chip, 75c . ; one job lot of
-------Plumes for $1.75; regular price, $3.00. Canton Hats, 20 cts., and every
thing in my Millinery stock at prices lower than can be bought elsewhere in Franklin
County. Remember it costs nothing to call, look at goods and get prices.
Great Sale of Diamond D yes; Price, 3 cts.,
the party buying the last package gets the Box!
^ - R e m e m b e r my Motto, LOWER THAN TH E LOW EST, and that I Sell
Goods Only for Cash. Do not fail to call and look over the Largest Stock in Phil
lips, and when I make that statement I back the same up with my stock.
^ - H o p i n g to see you all during the Spring and Summer of 1883,
I remain, yours, most respectfully,
ltJ A illV A U J r V A *
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ROOM DARE1, GUIiTAINS,
12 1-2 c ts .; Satin only 13 l-2c. I keep a full line of Curtains in Paper and Oil Cur
taining by the yard, also a nice line of Oil Painted Shades. Curtain Fixtures, 7 to
35c. Call before you buy, as my stock is new and no old goods to show.

IR T A W T fR W I R

Toilet Articles,

TOBA.OOQ

penders, Gloves, Hosiery, W hite and Colored Shirts, Woolen and Under Shirts, and
a full line of such goods as Gents are always in want of. Be sure and call before
you buy and look at goods and get prices.

CIQ A.RS I

HlNKLEY & CRAGIN, No. 1 Beal Block.

I
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Beal Block, Black Front, Phillips, Me.

Sandy River R. R. Millinery and
f L P

’H U "

F’ 0 ||R

ggp-I have recently added to my LARGE STOCK of GROCERIES

2 0 0 Barrels Choice Fall Cround Flour
Which I am selling F ar Below the PresentIM arket.
—My—

TEAS, COFFEES, SPICES
Are the Very Best the M arket Affords.

TOBACCO at REDUCED
BOOTS 4 SHOES.

PRICES.

at Prices that Defy dom petition.

Ready Made Clothing, Diy Goods and Woolens, Trunks, etc.
8
M. W. RECORDS.

Fancy Goods!

On and after Monday, June 18th, ’83, trains
w ill be run as follow s:
la m now prepaired to present to the pubLeave P hillips at 7.05 A M and 1.30 PM
lie the finest line of
Strong
7.35 “
“ 2.10 “
Returning—
Leave Farmington at 9.15 A M and 5:35 P M
Strong at
10.10 “
“ 6.22 “
Arriving in P hillips at 6.50
5-42*
D. L. DENNISON, Supt.
That have ever been offered in this part <
the country. Having visited New York 1
well as H<*$ton, I feel confident that l ca
S a m ’l A
L
. B la n clia rd l sell goods much cheaper than ever befor
Please call and see for yourself.
C -U-S-T-O-M
I shall sell Children’s H osiery at 5, 10,
and 20 cts. Ladies hosiery at 10,15, 25 an
30 cts. Children's Gloves, 5,10, 15 and 20ct
Lad e s shade Hats, 10, 20, 25 and 35 ct
Ladle s Dress H ats and Ronnets very chea
- REPAIRING A SPECIALTY. Satin Ribbon, No. 16,10 and 16 cts. Plai
Hihhon, No 40, 25 and 35 cts. All Silk Sas
^tfbboUf 7 in. w ide, 75 cts. Long Wreath
4*52
8. A. BLANCHARD, P hillips, Me.
35, 40 and 50 cts. Small W reaths, JO, 15 an
25 cts. Single Flowers, 4. 5 and 7 cts.

Millinery & Fancy Goods,

Boot&Shoe Maker!
Farm for Sale.

Situated in Madrid, three-fou rth s mli*
from village, containing 80 acres, 400 sugar
m aple trees; buildings in fair condition.
Terms easy. For further particulars, apply
to me at Madrid. 20tf HIRAM W. LAK1N.

I also have a fine assortment of Trimme
Hats and Bonnets.
35tf
8. C. VAUGHAN, Strong, Me.

Job Printing at this Office,

